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Thesis at a glance


*MRI in adults with clinically suspected scaphoid fracture reveals more fractures than radiographs and CT.*

**Aim:** To describe fractures revealed by MRI in skeletally mature patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and to access the diagnostic value of radiographs and computed tomography (CT) with MRI as reference.

**Patients:** 296 consecutive adult patients with acute wrist trauma.

**Methods:** During a three-year period all patients older than 17 years presenting at the emergency department, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness less than 2 weeks after trauma were prospectively included. All patients had radiographs and MRI of the injured wrist. Patients diagnosed with a scaphoid fracture had a supplementary CT scan.

**Conclusion:** MRI showed a high incidence of scaphoid fractures in skeletal mature patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and demonstrated more fractures than radiographs and CT. A scaphoid fracture was the most common carpal fracture followed by a triquetral and capitate fracture. Many patients with a scaphoid fracture had other concomitant fractures.

Paper II. MRI findings in children and adolescents with clinical symptoms of a scaphoid fracture.

*MRI in children and adolescents with clinically suspected scaphoid fracture reveals more fractures than radiographs and CT and skeletal immature patients have a different fracture pattern.*

**Aim:** To describe fractures revealed by MRI in paediatric patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and to access the diagnostic value of radiographs and CT with MRI as reference.

**Patients:** 89 consecutive paediatric patients with acute wrist trauma.

**Methods:** During a three-year period all patients younger than 18 years presenting at the emergency department, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness less than 2 weeks after trauma were prospectively included. All
had radiographs and MRI of the injured wrist. Patients diagnosed with a scaphoid fractures had a supplementary CT scan.

**Conclusion:** MRI showed a high incidence of fractures in paediatric patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and demonstrated more fractures than radiographs and CT. A scaphoid fracture was the most common carpal fracture followed by capitate and triquetral fracture. Many patients with a scaphoid fracture had other concomitant fractures. The skeletal immature patients had a higher proportion of distal scaphoid fractures.

**Paper III. The incidence of intrinsic and extrinsic ligament injuries in scaphoid waist fractures.**

*Arthroscopy reveals many scapholunate ligament injuries in scaphoid waist fractures.*

**Aim:** To determine the incidence of associated intrinsic and extrinsic ligament injuries in patients with scaphoid waist fractures.

**Patients:** 40 consecutive patients with scaphoid waist fracture.

**Methods:** During a three-year period all patients diagnosed with a scaphoid waist fracture were prospectively asked to participate in a study focusing on associated ligament injuries. Radiographs, MRI, and CT confirmed diagnosis. All displaced fractures were offered arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation and non- and minimally-displaced fractures were randomized to cast treatment or arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation.

**Conclusion:** Arthroscopy demonstrated a high incidence of ligament injuries in scaphoid waist fractures. Complete scapholunate ligament injuries were found in 24% of waist fractures. At the same time many other ligament injuries were found. This emphasizes the need for careful assessment of intrinsic and extrinsic ligaments, particularly the scapholunate ligament, before deciding on treatment.

**Paper IV. Factors associated with arthroscopically determined scaphoid fracture displacement and instability.**

*Comminuted scaphoid fractures are often displaced and unstable as seen by arthroscope.*

**Aim:** To identify factors associated with arthroscopically diagnosed fracture displacement and instability.

**Patients:** 58 consecutive patients with scaphoid fracture.

**Methods:** During a three-year period 43 patients in Malmö and 15 patients in Boston, USA, with a diagnosed scaphoid fracture, were prospectively enrolled for arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation because of fracture displacement or patient/doctor preference or
as part of a randomized study. All patients had preoperative CT with reconstructions in planes defined by the long axis of the scaphoid.

**Conclusion:** Radiographic scaphoid comminution is associated with both displacement and instability as determined by arthroscopy.

**Paper V. Union of scaphoid waist fractures assessed by CT scan.**

*Most non- and minimally-displaced waist scaphoid fractures are united after 6 weeks in a cast.*

**Aim:** To assess union of scaphoid waist fractures based on CT scan at 6 weeks, and to compare time to union between conservative treatment and arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation.

**Patients:** 65 consecutive patients with scaphoid waist fracture.

**Methods:** During a four-year period all patients between 16 and 65 year of age presenting at the emergency department, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö with a diagnosed acute scaphoid waist fracture were prospectively asked to participate in studies focusing on scaphoid waist fractures. All displaced fractures were offered arthroscopic screw fixation and non- and minimally-displaced fractures were randomized to cast treatment or arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation. All patients had CT of the scaphoid initially and at 6 weeks and a subgroup of randomized patients at 10 weeks, 14 weeks, and 6 months and 12 months.

**Conclusion:** The majority of non- and minimally-displaced scaphoid waist fractures is sufficiently treated with 6 weeks in cast. Screw fixation does not reduce time to union, compared to conservative treatment. Radial comminution was not uncommon and related to prolonged time to union.
Introduction

The anatomic description ‘scaphoid’ is derived from the Greek *skaphē* which means ‘a dugout’ or ‘a small boat’. Indeed this important carpal bone is boat shaped and lies, acting like a rocker arm, between the proximal and distal row of the carpus. The evolutionary development of the wrist has been meticulously investigated during the last centuries [1-6]. The ability of our closest relatives - the gorilla and the chimpanzee - to ‘knuckle-walk’ has probably caused a fusion of the scaphoid and the os centrale, a carpal bone that was found in other hominids (orangutan)(Fig 1). A larger scaphoid supports the second metacarpal during knuckle-walking.

**Figure 1.**
A cladogram (diagram of biological classification) illustrating the evolutionary relationship between the great apes and human beings as supported by molecular genetics (Illustration from Wolfe et al. [7] permission granted from publisher).
This larger scaphoid created a solid base for the thumb, which, in the humans through evolution, became longer and provided a forceful power grip that is important in tool manufacturing [8]. The scaphoid plays an important role in dart thrower’s motion, a combined flexion and ulnar deviation of the wrist for accelerating tools and weapons like in hammering and spear throwing [7]. The human wrist became both forceful and mobile, and the scaphoid bone is the keystone for understanding the evolution of manipulative abilities in the human hand and wrist (Fig 2).

![Figure 2: The evolution of the scaphoid bone.](image)

The slightly different scaphoid in hominids - gorilla, chimpanzee, 2 extinct prehistoric hominins (OH7 African Homo habilis, LB1 Asian Homo floresiensis), a Neanderthal, and a modern man compared with the orangutan scaphoid (far left) with its unfused os centrale. The time span from OH7 to modern man is 1.7 million years (Illustration from Tocheri et al. [5] permission granted from publisher).

The human upright position endangered the scaphoid as most injuries occur through a fall on outstretched hand, which is common in daily life, in many work situations and sport activities. A fractured scaphoid, one of the smallest bones accounting for 2% of all fractures [9], often in young active persons, is infamous for the diagnostic challenge it presents and its tricky treatment.
Background

Anatomy

Osseous anatomy

The scaphoid lies radially in the wrist 45° to the long axis of the radius in both the anterior posterior and lateral planes. It has an average length of 29.3 mm in men and 24.8 mm in women, and is the third largest of the eight carpal bones [10]. The scaphoid has a complex anatomy (Fig. 3). It is bean or boat shaped but it is also twisted and not symmetrical in stem and stern. Furthermore, most of its surface is cartilage and it is articulating with five other bones: a proximal large convex articulation to the radius, two distal smaller slightly convex joint surfaces to the trapezium and the trapezoid, an ulnar large concave articulation towards the capitate, and an ulnar plane joint surface to the lunate.

Figure 3: Morphology of the scaphoid bone.
Radial (A), dorsal (B), ulnar (C) and volar (D) views of the right scaphoid and its articular surfaces colour coded for contact with the distal radius (green), trapezium (yellow), trapezoid (orange), capitate (blue), and lunate (red). The bottom of each image represents proximal and the top represents distal. Note the vascular foramina in the regions of the radiodorsal ridge and the tubercle (Illustration from Buijze et al. [11] permission granted from publisher).

By using micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) Lee et al have shown that the scaphoid bone has a higher bone density in the proximal pole as the trabeculae are thicker and more tightly packed proximally in the scaphoid. The trabeculae are thinner and more sparsely distributed at the scaphoid waist, and this is where most fractures occur [12]. The trabeculae are arranged like spokes in a wheel centred towards the volar
supportive radioscapheocapitate ligament (RSC), around which the scaphoid has a rocking motion (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Architecture of the scaphoid bone.
(A) Schematic diagrams of the scaphoid’s rocking motion and the correlated bone structure. Scaphoid has a ‘rocking’ motion that looks like a ‘seesaw’ motion. (B) The RSC ligament works like a fulcrum of the levers. The anisotropic trabecular bone structure spreads out like the spokes of a wheel (red arrows) and the point of contact with the RSC ligament as the hub (red index). Articulating regions indicated by yellow index have high values of bone mineral density and tissue mineral density (Tm. Trapezium; Td. Trapezoid; Cpt. capitate) (Illustration from Lee et al. [12] permission granted from publisher).

Developmental anatomy

The ossification of the scaphoid starts during the first decade of life, and a visible ossific nucleus is seen around 4-5 years in girls and 1 year later in boys. The ossification is completed around 13-14 years in girls and almost 2 years later in boys. Fractures in children under 6 years are very rare, probably because of the large amount of cartilage present in the immature scaphoid. This is thought to give a cushioning effect protecting the bone [13].

Surface anatomy

The distal pole is palpable volarly at the thenar eminence in extension, the waist radially in the snuffbox in ulnar deviation (Fig. 5), and the proximal pole dorsally between the third and fourth extensor compartment in flexion.
Figure 5: Anatomical landmarks around the scaphoid
(A) Radiograph of the wrist in ulnar deviation. (B) Photograph of the wrist in ulnar deviation. The landmarks are (3) the radial styloid, (4) waist of the scaphoid, (5) trapezium, and (6) base of the first metacarpal (Illustration from Reddy et al. [14] permission granted from publisher).

Vascular anatomy

The vascular supply to the scaphoid is delicate. The main vascular contribution comes from the radial artery. Extraosseous vessels enter the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid and supply two-thirds of the bone and the entire proximal pole through small intraosseous branches. Vessels entering through the tuberosity area supply the remaining distal one-third of the scaphoid. Some collateral circulation exists arising from branches of the anterior intraosseous artery [15]. The small vascular foraminae is well seen in Figure 3.

The vessels supplying the proximal pole enter through the dorsal ridge and have an intraosseous retrograde flow to the proximal pole. Owing to the anatomical organization of these vessels the proximal pole has an inferior and vulnerable blood supply (Fig. 6).
Figure 6: Retrograde bloodflow into the proximal pole of the scaphoid. Extraosseous vessels enter the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid at points marked by red arrows. (From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository).

Ligamentous anatomy

The scaphoid is supported volarly by two long and strong ligaments the radioscaphocapitate (RSC) and the long radiolunate ligament (LRL) and three short ligaments the scaphocapitate (SC) and scaphotrapezotrapezoid ligaments (STT) [16, 17] (Fig. 7A). The transverse carpal ligament adds to this volar support [18]. Dorsally, the long intercarpal ligament (DIC) supports the scaphoid, together, and to some extent, with the radiolunotriquetral ligament (RLT) [19](Fig. 7B). Finally the scaphoid is suspended proximal to the lunate by the scapholunate ligament complex (SL). This C-shaped complex is made of three parts: a volar and dorsal ligament and a membranous portion in between the two ligaments [20]. The dorsal ligament is mechanically the strongest part of the complex (Fig. 7B) although the volar part has recently been claimed equally important [21]. Controversy exists concerning the ligaments in the wrist; however, the above mentioned ligaments have been confirmed in advanced fusions of CT images and cryomicrotome images [22] that quantify the course, size, attachment, and insertion areas (Fig. 8AB). During arthroscopy, the only visible ligaments concerning the scaphoid are the SL, RSC, and LRL ligaments.

The dorsal ligaments (SL and DIC) keep the scaphoid linked to the proximal row while allowing flexion of the scaphoid in radial deviation (Fig. 9).
Figure 7: Anatomical specimen dissected for visualization of wrist ligaments. (A) Volar ligaments: long radiolunate (LRL), radioscaphocapitate (RSC), scaphotrapeziotrapezoidal (STT), scaphocapitate (SC). (B) Dorsal ligaments: dorsal intercarpal (DIC), scapholunate (SL), radiolunotriquetral (RLT). (With permission from Makoto Tamai)

Figure 8: Computed tomography/cryomicrotome images of the right wrist. (A) Cross-section in the coronal plane showing the short dorsal portion of the scapholunate ligament. The ligament arise from the ulnar edge of the scaphoid (thin arrow), and inserts into the radial edge of the lunate (thick arrow). (B) Oblique sagittal plane showing the long volar radioscaphocapitate ligament (Illustration by Buijze et al. [22] permission granted from publisher).
Figure 9: Three-dimensional CT reconstruction of the wrist.
The palmar aspects of the carpal bones are shown. The scaphoid is dark and flexes during ulnar-radial deviation (Illustration from Moojen et al. [23] permission granted from publisher).

Biomechanics

The carpus has 21 unique articulations internally kept together by their shape and a ligamentous apparatus like an arch bridge. In the forearm 19 muscles act to position the hand and only the flexor carpi ulnaris inserts on the carpus (pisiform and hook of hamate). Accordingly, the carpal motion is determined by the intricate articulations and the ligamentous insertions and attachments.

The three-dimensional (3D) anatomy of the scaphoid is complex and the comprehension of the dynamic anatomy is even more intricate. The scaphoid interacts with its five articular surfaces, several supportive and suspending ligaments, and, finally, the entire flexor and extensor mechanism. In particular, the flexor carpi radialis and the extensor carpi radialis brevis and longus have a buttress function volar and dorsal to the scaphoid, respectively. Wrist flexion and extension are equally distributed between the radiocarpal joint and the midcarpal joint. Radial deviation is mainly in the midcarpal joint, and ulnar deviation is equally divided between the radio- and midcarpal joints [24]. Most importantly, the scaphoid provides a mechanical link between the proximal and distal carpal rows (Fig. 10A). An indirect proof of this linkage is found in displaced scaphoid fractures. The proximal fragment is still connected to the lunate by the SL ligament and thus acts as part of the proximal row. The distal fragment, on the other hand, is connected through the STT and SC ligaments to the distal carpal row. An axial loading of the scaphoid produces a flexion force leading to a humpback deformity of the fractured scaphoid (Fig. 10B). If the fracture does not unite and turn to a non-union, the link between the proximal and the distal carpal row is disconnected. This carpal instability will, in the long term, make the distal part of the scaphoid rotate and collapse and develop a localized osteoarthritis towards the scaphoid facet on radius. This sequential process is also known as scaphoid non-union advanced collapse (SNAC). Equivalently to the cruciate ligament in the knee, the SL ligament acts as a primary stabilizer of the scapholunate joint and even the entire carpus [25, 26].
completely ruptured SL ligament will break the link between the proximal and distal rows, and, in long term, develop a similar collapse and finally osteoarthritis of the wrist termed a scapholunate advanced collapse (SLAC).

**Figure 10: Biomechanics of the scaphoid.**
(A) The scaphoid links the proximal and distal row through a slider crank mechanism (Illustration from Cooney [27] permission granted from publisher). (B) Sagital CT scan of a scaphoid fracture showing the biomechanical rationale for the development of a humpback deformity in a waist fracture.

**Clinically anatomy**

The scaphoid is traditionally divided into three parts: the proximal pole (proximal third), the waist (middle third) and the distal pole (distal third). This equal third classification is used to describe the radiographic appearance of a fracture and is preferably applied to a radiograph taken in a Stecher’s projection [55] of the scaphoid (fist closed and the wrist in maximal ulnar deviation) to produce a picture of the scaphoid in its entire length (Fig. 11A). A more clinical way to describe the fractures is by their appearance in the arthroscope. A waist fracture is only visible in the midcarpal joint (Fig. 11B). A proximal fracture, on the other hand, is seen both in the radiocarpal joint and the midcarpal joint. When a distal fracture is transverse or oblique, it is visible in the midcarpal joint. A distal fracture involving the STT joint is seen from a radial STT portal and a tubercle fracture is purely extra-articular and not seen arthroscopically.
Figure 11: Clinically anatomy.
(A) Equal third classification. (B) Waist fractures only visible during midcarpal arthroscopy.

Pathomechanism

Hyperextension with axial load during a fall on an outstretched hand is the most common cause of scaphoid waist fracture [28](Fig. 12A). A direct blow to the scaphoid tubercle often during a fall could cause a distal fracture [29], and this is the most common fracture in children [30-33](Fig. 12B). Fracture can also occur with an unloaded wrist in maximum extension in combination with a sudden hit. This is typical for a goalkeeper getting struck by a high-velocity ball, and it often results in a proximal pole fracture [34, 35](Fig. 12C). Yet, another way to fracture the scaphoid is through a punch mechanism whereby an axial load to the index metacarpal through the trapezium and trapezoid is transferred to the distal scaphoid, causing a shear force type of scaphoid waist fracture [36](Fig 12D). When a high-energy trauma is involved, a scaphoid fracture could result, often in combination with other concomitant carpal fractures and, sometimes, perilunate dislocation [37].

Studies on anatomical specimens have shown that the most likely fracture site is the waist when reproducing the hyperextension with load and radial deviation [28]; however, these studies failed to establish a consistent injury mechanism. Various scenarios with axial load and hyperextension in radial and ulnar deviation have shown a tendency to cause waist and proximal pole or SL ligament injuries, respectively [38]; however, the exact trauma mechanism is still not fully understood.
Figure 12: Four most common mechanisms of injury in scaphoid fractures.
(A) Extreme hyperextension impinge the scaphoid on the dorsal rim of the radius and can cause a scaphoid waist fracture. (B) Direct impact on the scaphoid tubercle often causes a distal extra-articular scaphoid tubercle fracture. (C) Sudden dorsal extension due to a hit from a ball often produces a proximal pole scaphoid fracture. (D) In the ‘punch’ mechanism, the index metacarpal delivers a volar-directed shear force across the distal scaphoid through the trapezoid and trapezium and often causes a scaphoid waist fracture (modified after Horii et al. [36]).

Epidemiology

Fracture of the scaphoid is the most common carpal fracture and account for 60% of all carpal fractures, 10% of all hand fractures and 2% of all fractures [9]. Five per cent of patients with scaphoid fractures have an additional ipsilateral hand or wrist fracture [9]. There is a male dominance (82%) with a peak of age-specific incidence between 10 and 30 years [9](Fig. 13A). According to a Danish investigation, the peak is more concentrated in the late adolescence [39](Fig. 13B). In urban populations in Bergen, Norway, the incidence is higher (43 in 100,000 per year) [9] compared with the rest of the Scandinavia and United Kingdom (17-29 in 100,000 per year)[39, 40], as shown in Table 1. Bergen also has a high incidence of distal radius fractures probably owing to many days with temperatures below freezing point and precipitation [41].
In a US joint forces study consisting of mainly young male personnel the incidence was found to be 121 in 100,000 per year [42], and in a stratified mixed urban/rural US population as low as 1.7 in 100,000 per year [43]. This discrepancy can likely be explained with the differences in study population. Military personnel are physically active young men, whereas the study of van Tassel et al. included a mixed population in terms of sex, age, and level of activity. In the mixed urban/rural population one-third of scaphoid fractures occurred during sports activities (Fig. 14), one-fourth at home and one-fourth at the work place.

Figure 13: Age and sex-specific scaphoid fractures incidences in Scandinavia.
(A) The average age- and sex-specific incidence per 10,000 in Bergen, Norway (solid dots, men; solid squares, women) (Illustration from Hove [9] permission granted from publisher). (B) Incidence per 100,000 in Odense, Denmark (hollow squares, men; hollow dots, women) (Illustration from Brøndum et al. [44] permission granted from publisher)
Table 1:
Scaphoid fracture incidence. * Unpublished data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Incidents/pop per100,000 per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malmö, Sweden</td>
<td>1953-1957</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>B Jonsson*</td>
<td>17 urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odense, Denmark</td>
<td>1982-1989</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>CF Larsen</td>
<td>23 urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergen, Norway</td>
<td>1988-1990</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>L Hove</td>
<td>43 urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmö, Sweden</td>
<td>2004-2005</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>P Jørgsholm*</td>
<td>26 urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, US</td>
<td>1998-2006</td>
<td>14,704</td>
<td>JM Wolf</td>
<td>121 military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, US</td>
<td>2002-2006</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>D Van Tassel</td>
<td>1.47 urban/rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edingburg, UK</td>
<td>2007-2008</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>A Duckworth</td>
<td>29 urban</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14:
Scaphoid fractures (N=112) according to sport in a US mixed urban/rural population (Illustration from Van Tassel et al. [43] permission granted from publisher.)

The most common fracture location is the middle third (59-66%), then distal third (25-34%), and the least common is the proximal third (6-10%) [45] [44, 46]. In children (<15 years old), fractures are mainly located in the distal third (65-87%), then
the middle third (12-35%), and rarely in the proximal third (0-2%) [30, 46, 47]. The incidence of scaphoid fractures in the paediatric patients (<18 years old) is generally lower than in adults; however, a change in incidence has been noted lately. This could be caused by a change in the level of activity, body mass index, skeletal maturity [48, 49], or diagnostic sensitivity [50]. In our unpublished material, we noted a significant increase in age-specific incidence in young men from the 1950s to the 1990s, and a significant slide towards younger age from the 1990’s to 2000’s.

Diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

Diagnosing fractures of the scaphoid or injuries to the ligaments around the scaphoid poses a real challenge to the treating doctor. In many patients the symptoms are subtle and often mistaken for a wrist sprain. However, a missed scaphoid fracture carries a high risk of non-union or malunion resulting in severe problems for the patient.

A medical history with a relevant and recent trauma is necessary to suspect an acute fracture. The clinical examinations consist traditionally of three diagnostic tests: A. anatomical snuffbox tenderness (ASB); B. scaphoid tubercle tenderness (ST); C. pain on longitudinal compression of the thumb (LCT) (Fig. 15).

![Figure 15: The three classic clinical tests for scaphoid fracture. (A) Anatomical snuffbox tenderness (ASB); (B) scaphoid tubercle tenderness (ST); (C) pain on longitudinal compression of the thumb (LCT).](image)

Each test has 100% sensitivity but a low specificity [51]. Parvizi et al. showed that these tests used in combination within the first 24 h after injury still produced 100% sensitivity and improved the specificity to 74%. Among 215 patients examined in their study with a history suggestive of scaphoid fracture, confirmation through repeated radiographs, clinical examinations, and, if necessary, bonescans (BS) were attained in only 56 (26%). Of their patients, 159 had a false-positive clinical investigation and were treated with scaphoid plaster for 2 weeks while waiting for repeat radiographs. By
using the combination of these three tests in the acute setting (<24 hours) instead of a single test (ASB) the false-positive diagnosis was reduced by 65% and only 41 (19%) patients would have had an ‘unnecessary’ scaphoid plaster.

Yet, a similar clinically testing was proposed by Bergh and co-workers by using the three classic tests with a different grading [52] and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as the final reference. The LCT test has the value of 1 point, the ST test a double value of 2 points, and the ASB test a triple value of 3 points. With this graded combination, named the clinical scaphoid score (CSS), they were able to show that of 154 patients with wrist sprain and negative radiographs and a CSS ≥4, 10 of 13 occult fractures were found corresponding to a sensitivity of 71% and CSS≥4 was their ‘cut-off’ for referring to an MRI investigation. These tests were performed at a median of 1 day after trauma (range, 0-31 days).

Duckworth et al. [53] evaluated a combination of medical history and clinical tests recently. In 62 of 223 (28%) patients, a scaphoid fracture was ultimately confirmed with repeat radiographs, clinical examinations, and, if necessary, CT or MRI. A logistic regression model identified male, sports injury, anatomical snuffbox pain on active ulnar deviation/pronation (<72h), and scaphoid tubercle tenderness at 2 weeks as independent predictors of fracture. By using predictive factors in a flow chart (Fig. 16) within 72 h and at 2 weeks, the false positives were reduced to 9% and only 20 patients would have an ‘unnecessary’ scaphoid plaster.

**Figure 16:**
A potential management algorithm based on anatomical snuffbox pain on ulnar deviation of the wrist within 72 h of injury (Illustration from Duckworth et al. [53] permission granted from publisher).
Plain radiography

Conventional radiographs of the wrist are still the gold standard and the initial line of investigation for clinically suspected scaphoid fractures. The American College of Radiology (ACR) has recommend four views of the wrist; posterioranterior (PA), lateral, a PA with ulnar deviation (15°/15°) and a semi pronated oblique (writing position)[54]. Many radiologists add one or two more specific scaphoid projections, often with some extension of the wrist by volar ulnar support (30°) (Fig. 17) or as a Stecher’s projection (fist closed and maximum ulnar deviation)[55]. Regardless of which of the many proposed projections are used, it is important to ensure that the x-ray beam is parallel to the narrow fracture line that most often is situated transversely in the waist (Fig. 18).

Figure 17: Three Scaphoid views aiming to project all scaphoid joints.
(A) Wrist in writing position slightly extended and supinated will project the scaphoid tubercle. (B) Wrist in ulnar deviation and x-ray beam tilted 30° caudally will project the SL joint and the full length of the scaphoid. (C) Wrist in ulnar deviation and 15° of extension, and x-ray beam tilted 15° caudally will project the STT joint (Illustrations with permission from Trine Torfing).
Radiographs with scaphoid views have a high specificity close to 100% but a low sensitivity ranging from 11% to 49% [56, 57]. Radiographs have low sensitivity even on detecting displacement [58], for which CT is significantly better [59]. Repeated radiographs at 2 weeks have 91.1% sensitivity and 99.8% specificity according to a recent latent class meta-analysis [60].

The injured wrist with negative radiographs and clinically suspect scaphoid fractures is an everyday problem in the orthopaedic clinic. The next line of investigation is still debated, and different modalities have been proposed to improve immediate diagnosis and reduce overtreatment.

**Tomosynthesis**

Tomosynthesis is a digital version of conventional tomography. It is mainly used for mammography but is also available for whole-body imaging [61]. Providers of equipment for orthopaedic use are limited, and its use is restricted to centres that already have the equipment. It is capable of taking tomographic images of a thickness of as low as 1 mm. The fracture diagnosis is based on a cortical breakage as the anatomic noise disturbs the interpretation of trabecular bone. The advantage of its use is mainly logistic as the patient with a suspected scaphoid fracture and negative primary radiographs can continue, at the same visit, with a tomosynthesis at the same radiographic laboratory. It is therefore time efficient, cheaper than CT and has the same or a lower radiation as CT [62]. It has been evaluated by Ottenin et al. who concluded that tomosynthesis is superior to radiographs but inferior to CT [63]. (Three independent observers. Radiographs: sensitivity/specificity 61-80%/65-83%; Tomosynthesis: sensitivity/specificity 77-87%/76-82%; CT: sensitivity/specificity 93-95%/86-95%).
Computed tomography

CT was invented in 1967 and first used for clinically purposes in 1971 [64]. The high resolution of modern CT scanners makes them ideal for confirming suspected scaphoid fractures, to determine fracture displacement and comminution and finally to evaluate fracture healing. CT is available in most institution around the clock and has a rapid protocol and is relatively cheap. The drawback is the radiation load to the patient, which, however, is moderate in wrist projections. A wrist investigation taken in prone position with the hand above the head gives a radiation dose of 0.03mS corresponding to one-week background radiation [65].

With the multi-slice technique and digital reconstruction of <1 mm thickness in the long axis of the scaphoid (Fig. 19) [66-69] it is possible to visualize most scaphoid fractures and the sensitivity and specificity are reported to be very high [70, 71].

According to the latest meta-analysis [60] by using latent test analyses the sensitivity for CT diagnosing a scaphoid fracture is 85.2% compared with 97.7% for MRI. This corresponds well with the ACR appropriate criteria [54], which recommend MRI as the first choice in second-line investigations when radiographs fail to confirm a clinically suspected scaphoid fracture.

CT is superior to plain radiography in detecting displacement [72, 73]. CT has a higher spatial resolution than MRI and the advantage of allowing reconstruction in the long axis of the scaphoid. Therefore CT is superior in evaluating displacement [61].

Adding a 3D reconstruction (Fig. 20) helps the treating surgeon to evaluate displacement, estimate comminution and concomitant fractures, and decide on optimal treatment and its detailed planning [74].
Union of scaphoid fractures assessed by using radiographs do not provide reliable and reproducible evidence of healing [75]. CT has been advocated as the gold standard for scaphoid union [67, 76]; however, consensus has been lacking on the methods for defining and quantifying union. Grewald et al. [77] recently proposed a modified version of Singh’s methods for evaluating scaphoid union. Both methods were compared and used with reconstruction in the long axis of the scaphoid, and union was classified as <50%, 50-74%, and 75-100% measured in each sagittal slice. The methods of measuring the slices and the calculations were slightly different but statistically both methods had a high inter-rater reliability. The simple method as proposed by Singh [76] was appraised as the clinically most feasible. These methods are now used scientifically for the estimation of scaphoid union [77, 78].

In the near future extremity cone-beam CT scanners will be available with a higher spatial resolution than conventional CT [79]. By adding digital detectors on the patient these compact mobile units will assist the surgeon during osteosynthesis to help navigate a guide-wire to an exact central placement in the narrow scaphoid bone [80, 81].

**Bone scan**

Widespread clinical use of nuclear medicine began in the early 1950s and for several decades, isotope scanning or BS has been a popular second-line investigation for suspected scaphoid fractures, as it is a good method for ruling out a fracture. It has a high sensitivity (94-100%). However, it is an invasive procedure involving injection of
radioactive isotopes (Technetium-99m) that have an affinity to osteoblast activity, as seen in a fracture repair process after a minimum of 72 h. The injected Technetium-99m binds to hydroxyapatite crystals and is accumulated at the fracture site within 2-6 hours. This means the investigation will be time consuming, as the patient has to wait approximately 4 hours for the radioactive imaging. The relative radiation level is 10-fold higher than for CT (1-10 mSv)[54].

The binding of the radioisotope to areas with osteoblast activity means that areas with bone bruise, synovitis, and, in particular, osteoarthritis, which is not uncommon in the elderly population, may appear as a hot spot and yield a false-positive results [82]. The spatial resolution is poor, and the interpretation of whether an uptake is in the distal pole of the scaphoid, in the STT-joint, or in the trapezium is difficult (Fig. 21). This can explain why the specificity is low [60].

To enhance the spatial resolution, a fusion of BS and radiographs has been proposed and used in scaphoid fractures imaging [83]. This technique might play a role in assessing patients for scaphoid fractures when CT and MRI are not possible.

Figure 21: A 62-year-old woman with wrist trauma.
The bonescan is suggestive of a scaphoid fracture. MRI and CT show trapezium fracture (arrows).

SPECT/CT

In single-photon emission computed tomography and CT (SPECT/CT), the improved anatomical localization of the scintigraphic lesion (hot spot) superimposed on a CT scan creates very specific pictures of the lesion site. This might have future use in cases for which MRI is contraindicated [84].
Ultrasound

Several studies have reported on the use of high-spatial-resolution sonography in suspected scaphoid fractures. It has the advantage of being non-invasive, cheap and easy accessible. Furthermore it is easy to examine the uninjured side as reference in this method. The disadvantage is that ultrasound is not able to evaluate the entire scaphoid and, furthermore, it is highly examiner dependent and the dynamic nature of the images makes documentation difficult. Comparative studies have shown inferior diagnostic performance compared with BS, CT, and MRI [85, 86].

Magnetic resonance imaging

The first useful MRI picture was produced in 1976 [87]; however, it was not until the 1980s that the technique was put in clinical use. MRI, like ultrasound, shows soft tissue better than techniques in which x-ray are used. There is no ionizing radiation involved.

Different MRI protocols are used to visualize different kinds of tissues. Coronal short tau inversion recovery (STIR) and coronal turbo spin-echo T1-weighted (T1) are the standard sequences in diagnosing fractures. In STIR sequences, fluid will become white, a fracture oedema will lighten up, and T1 sequences will produce a low-signal dark line as a marker of the fracture line (Fig. 22). MRI has been considered the gold standard for second-line scaphoid fracture investigation. It has excellent sensitivity and a very high specificity (close to 100%) for the assessment of scaphoid fractures [60]. The inter-observer reliability is generally good, and it has no radiation hazards. It is possible to detect occult fractures and bone bruising in the scaphoid and other carpal bones, as well as any soft tissue injury. Because of its high sensitivity in detecting bone marrow oedema it can be difficult to distinguish between bone bruise, fractures and revascularization resulting in false positive results. In children, a high T2 signal has been reported in the carpus during growth, with a maximum around 7-11 years of age [88] and this could be misinterpreted as a pathologic bone marrow oedema. Another drawback is the limited availability, high cost, and relatively time-consuming scanning protocol, which could hamper the image quality, because of motion artefacts.
Several studies have investigated the cost-effectiveness of this relatively expensive investigation (scaphoid MRI priced 150€ Malmö 2014), and all studies have concluded that this second-line modality is cost-effective considering that the patients often are young active men. One recent Danish study [89] showed a reduced sick leave by 16 days when using a MRI protocol for suspected scaphoid fractures, saving almost 3000€ per patient.

Many institutions now use MRI as an early investigation if radiographs are negative but clinical suspicion of scaphoid fracture exists. In this way, a high proportion of patients (74-94%) [51, 86, 90, 91] eventually will undergo MRI investigation, and this leads to the diagnosis of many occult carpal fractures that otherwise would never be found [92, 93]. The clinical implication of these occult fractures is unclear; however, it certainly explains why many patients complain of pain after a wrist trauma with negative radiographs. Many other injuries besides fractures are found, and the term ‘wrist sprain’ covers a wide span of different soft tissue injuries such as ligament, triangularfibrocartilage complex (TFCC), and tendon injuries not visualized on radiographs [94].

Gadolinium contrast injection (‘indirect arthrography’) has been used increasingly in the recent years. The contrast is administered intravenously to enhance the wrist ligament structures such as TFCC, SL and LT ligaments [95, 96]. It is; however, time consuming, ads further costs and it is difficult to adopt in the acute settings.

**Arthrography**

Arthrography is an adjunct available in radiographs, CT, and MRI. It is an invasive technique and is dependent on a skilful radiologist. During contrast arthrography, contrast solution is injected into the three wrist compartments in a logical sequence.
starting in the midcarpal joint, followed by the distal radioulnar joint, and finally the radiocarpal joint. It is usually not appropriate in the acute setting with a swollen wrist but is more suitable later in the posttraumatic case with chronic wrist pain. The sensitivity of x-ray arthrography is low [97]. MRI can be helpful when there is suspicion of an intra-articular ligament injury, especially if an acute fovea detachment of the TFCC is present; however, without arthrography, the sensitivity and specificity are relatively low compared with the gold standard of arthroscopy [98, 99]. Lunotriquetral ligament injury is difficult to visualize with MRI without arthrography, and in the acute situation it is only accessible by using arthroscopy.

To obtain an overview of the most appropriate modality to use in the acute and subacute settings, the ACR has introduced an Appropriate Scale protocol [54]. A modification and simplification is shown in Table 2 concerning imaging in a suspected scaphoid fracture.

Table 2: Recommended line of investigation for a suspected acute scaphoid fracture according to the ACR.

1. Suspected acute scaphoid fracture: radiographs posteroanterior, lateral, and scaphoid three views.
2. Suspected scaphoid fracture. Radiographs normal: MRI within 1-3 days or CT (if MRI is unavailable) or cast and repeated radiographs in 2 weeks.
3. Suspected scaphoid fracture and second radiographs normal: MRI or CT (if MRI is unavailable).

Treatment

Conservative treatment

Most scaphoid fractures are treated conservatively with a plaster of Paris for at least 6 weeks. If the fracture is treated while it is acute, 85-95% [46, 100-102] will achieve union within 6-12 weeks of plaster treatment whereas the union rate is diminished with a delay in treatment of > 4 weeks [46]. The proper type of immobilization has been debated for decades; however, most authors agree that a below-the-elbow plaster with the thumb being free is sufficient [103, 104]. No one has been able to show that an above-the-elbow plaster including the thumb gives a better union rate [105].

There is increasing evidence that fracture-specific factors such as fracture location and degree of dislocation influence the time to and the likelihood of union. Anatomically, the proximal pole has sparse blood supply, and this is thought to influence the healing time as vessels have to propagate retrogradely from distal to proximal across the fracture line in the case of a proximal pole fracture [15] (Fig. 8). A proximal pole fracture is the least common fracture localization (6-10%) [44, 45]. The union rate is reported to be
25-40% [46, 102] [101, 106] with conservative treatment. A delay in treatment (>4 weeks) seems to be particular critical in proximal pole fractures [46].

In a meta-analysis by Singh et al. 2012, conducted on 1401 conservatively treated displaced fractures, a four times higher non-union rate was found compared with 157 surgically treated displaced fractures [107]. The evaluation of displacement and union was primarily based on wrist radiographs.

Displaced fractures, diagnosed on plain radiographs, are relatively uncommon with a rate around 20% [101, 107, 108] and the non-union rate is reported to vary between 14% [101] and 92% [109] when treated conservatively. This wide span in reported non-unions could be due to a lack of uniform methods for investigation and measurement of initial displacement and, furthermore, to a difference in the basic population. CT is superior in assessing fracture dislocation [72, 73], and it has been shown that displacement, angulation and comminution significantly increase the time to union (CT verified) and are related to higher risks of non-union [77]. The attributable risk of non-union will approximately double for each half a millimetre the translation is increased [77] (Fig. 23), reaching a clinically critical level with >1mm of displacement. Displacement, angulation, and comminution ‘were independently significant in increasing the time required to achieve union and were shown to have an overall additive effect.’ [77].

Figure 23: Relationship between risk of non-union (%) and fracture displacement (mm) in conservative treated scaphoid fractures (From Grewal [77] permission granted from publisher).
In a recent study with arthroscopy, Buijze et al. showed that displaced scaphoid waist fractures are almost always unstable but unstable fractures are not always displaced [59]. Most of the patients in that study were from our study cohort in Malmö. In another study on the same cohort, it was shown that fracture comminution was strongly correlated with fracture instability when assessed arthroscopically [110].

How long the patient should be immobilized in a plaster is a dilemma for the clinician. With the use of radiographic union, as seen on plain radiographs, even with use of six views or carpal box technique [111] and a doubtful tenderness around the scaphoid, it is difficult to decide whether to mobilize the patient or keep the plaster for another couple of weeks. The patient is most often a young male person desiring early revival of his professional or sporting activity, and the treating doctor, in the presence of doubt, becomes reluctant to discontinue the plaster treatment.

For a more definite decision to terminate treatment, CT has been proposed to confirm the time of union in the healing scaphoid fracture [73, 112]. The definition for union based on sagittal CT is described in Singh et al.’s paper from 2005 [76]. They concluded that a partial union of the scaphoid (25-74%) at 12-18 weeks was a common occurrence (33%) but they all progressed to union without plaster treatment. With this knowledge it has been shown that many undisplaced scaphoid fractures will unite after 4 weeks of treatment with a plaster [78] and most minor displaced fractures (<2 mm gap) will unite with further plaster immobilization [113, 114].

In conclusion most undisplaced scaphoid fractures will unite after conservatively treating for 4-8 weeks with a plaster. Sagittal CT is the best investigation to assess healing and to decide the termination of treatment.

Some factors have been identified as crucial for time to union and the likelihood of union:

- **Proximal pole** fracture has a non-union rate of 30-40% with conservative treatment and a delay in presentation (>4 weeks) increases the non-union rate substantially. Conservative treatment often involves >3 months of plaster treatment.

- **Fracture displacement** of >1 mm increases the non-union rate. Conservative treatment is prolonged significantly.

- **Comminution** increases the non-union rate. Conservative treatment is prolonged significantly.

- **Humpback** deformity increases the non-union rate.

- **Smoking** [115, 116], *non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs* [117], *cortisone* and *certain heart and pulmonary diseases* (low oxygen saturation) can prolong and influence the outcome of scaphoid fracture treatment.
On the basis of these recommendations, it is possible to discuss with the patient which treatment would be preferable, taking non-union rates into consideration and the estimated time to union with a plaster. An important factor is the patient’s occupation. Is the patient a white or blue-collar worker, and will it be possible to work with a plaster? The alternative, which is surgery, is described to have a more predictable union rate [118] and often a faster return to former activity. However, it has the risk of potential intra- and postoperative complications, including anaesthetic hazards; technical surgery-related problems; nerve, vessel, and tendon injuries; bleeding; infection; nerve entrapment; complex regional pain syndrome; and non-union.

Operative treatment

In 1954, McLaughlin was the first to describe an operative treatment of a scaphoid fracture [119], by using a vitallium screw to stabilize the fractured scaphoid. Different kinds of hardware have been developed and used: K-wires, lag screws, Ender plates, and compression staples; however, with the invention of the double threaded twin pitch headless screw (Fig. 24) by Herbert and Fischer in the late 1970s and its clinical introduction in 1984 [120] the operative treatment gained increasing popularity.

![Figure 24: The double-threaded twin pitch headless Herbert© screw.](image)

The tiny twisted scaphoid bone, 80% covered with joint cartilage and lying angulated by 45° in both planes deep in the wrist, has caused great frustrations among wrist surgeons concerning correct placement of the intramedullary screw. Fortunately, the design of headless screws has evolved, and most of the >50 screw designs available today are cannulated, allowing for the placement of a guidewire to facilitate the correct position of the screw in the narrow bone marrow of the scaphoid, regardless if it is done open or percutaneously. The screws are produced in different sizes, some with variable pitch, or with different technical solutions to regulate the compression force needed [121] (Fig. 25). The material used is frequently a titanium alloy or stainless steel; however, even absorbable materials containing poly-L-lactide have been used [122]. The same type of screw is used in acute fractures and non-unions. The use of an image intensifier is mandatory during operation even for the most skilled surgeon.

In general, proximal pole fractures or non-unions are approached from the dorsal side, and distal fractures and waist non-unions from the volar side. Waist fractures could be approached either way. The dorsal approach is easily obtainable as the proximal pole
lies between the third and fourth extensor compartment and pops up when the wrist is flexed. The incision is transverse (2-3 cm), and there is only a thin joint capsule covering the joint surface and no ligaments have to be incised (Fig. 7). The proximal pole can be easily visualized through a mini-arthrotomy (Fig. 26), and the SL ligament is appropriately inspected. The percutaneous approach is similar between the third and fourth extensor compartment.

The volar approach is a 4-5 cm zigzag incision over the FCR tendon keeping the radial artery radially. The scaphoid is situated deep in the incision and is reached by incising the joint capsule and ligaments from the scaphoid tubercle and proximal trapezium. To visualize the scaphoid this way, the important volar support from the RSC and STT ligaments (Fig. 7) has to be partly detached from the scaphoid. Some authors recommend osteotomy of the distal trapezium to obtain the optimal entrance point for the screw [123]. The percutaneous approach is from the proximal trapezium/scaphoid tubercle where the entry point for the guidewire is visualized by using an image intensifier. Whether the dorsal or the volar approach is superior is debated but their clinically outcomes are comparable [124]. If minimally invasive surgery is used and arthroscopic assistance is added, the most popular approach is dorsal [125, 126] (Fig. 27A). Many authors prefer the percutaneous volar approach [127, 128] with radiographic guidance of screw placement and without arthroscopy (Fig. 27B).

![Figure 25: Four different headless cannulated scaphoid compression screws.](image-url)

(A) Acutrak© Compression by variable thread pitch. (B) HCS© Compression by different thread pitch (compression adjustable by screwdriver). (C) HBS© Compression by different thread pitch (available in two different degree of compressions). (D) Twinfix© Compression by different thread pitch (compression adjustable by turnable head).
Figure 26: Dorsal approach to the proximal pole between the extensor pollicis longus and extensor digitorum communis.

Figure 27: Intramedulary cannulated compression screws in the scaphoid
(A) Dorsally inserted arthroscopy-assisted Herbert-Whipple© screw. (B) Volarly inserted percutaneous radiography-guided Acutrac© screw.

The advantage of the arthroscopy-assisted dorsal approach is the visualization of the fracture from the midcarpal portals with the possibilities of removing the interposed debris, capsule, or ligaments and reducing displaced fractures. The correct entry point is determined with arthroscopy through radiocarpal portals, and concomitant ligament injuries are inspected and eventually treated. Finally, the degree of compression and stability is judged through a midcarpal inspection. To facilitate the procedure, specially designed wrist traction towers (WristFastTrac©) and image intensifiers are used (Orthoscan©) (Fig. 28).
Figure 28: Intraoperative settings for arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation of scaphoid fractures.
(A) WristFastTrac© tower with the wrist in flexion to facilitate the dorsal insertion of the cannulated screw into the scaphoid. (B) Orthoscan© image intensifier designed for hand and wrist surgery used to check the placement of the screw.

Postoperatively, the patients are treated with a cast for 1-2 week, although some surgeons mobilize patients directly after the operation.

The outcome of minimally invasive scaphoid fixation in both undisplaced and displaced fractures has been encouraging, with union rates close to 100% [118, 129-132]. This is without the long immobilization period and the drawbacks such as stiffness, decreased grip power, potential skincare problems, and work disability [133]. An early return to function will decrease the time off work and potentially be a benefit for both the patient and society, in particularly in blue-collar workers [134-136].

When an invasive treatment is introduced, the inevitable complications will emerge. The amount and type of complications are important when deciding on the appropriate treatment for the patient. The open volar approach is a relatively extensive intervention to the wrist, and therefore minimally invasive techniques are almost mandatory when surgical stabilization is offered for undisplaced or minimally displaced fractures, considering that 95% of these fractures will unite with conservative treatment.

Few randomized studies with a long follow-up have been conducted to investigate the differences between conservatively and surgically treated patients. A significant radiographic (visualized by CT) STT osteoarthritis in patients operated with an open volar approach has been described by two authors with >10 years follow up [137, 138]; however, no clinical impact on wrist function was found during follow-up. A systematic review has recently been published [103] comparing six randomized studies (three minimally invasive, three open, all volar approach) comparing conservative and surgical treatment of acute scaphoid fractures. In the group treated surgically, the rate of non-
union was three times less. These patients had a quicker return to function but had more complications such as infection, complex regional pain syndrome, screw protrusion, scar problems, and later osteoarthritis were registered. Symes et al. concluded that patients with minimally displaced (<1 mm) waist and distal fractures ‘may well benefit from surgery if they cannot work with a plaster and in whom a slightly earlier return to function outweighs the risk of complications’.

**Combined scaphoid injuries**

Simultaneous fracture of the scaphoid and the distal radius is reported in 5% of scaphoid fractures cases [9] and in 5% of distal radius fracture cases [139, 140]. Scaphoid fractures in combination with other carpal fractures have been considered rare [141-143] and are mainly described as part of greater arc injuries or perilunate fracture dislocations [38], most often involving high-energy traumas [37]. Fenton’s syndrome is described as a combined scaphoid and capitate fracture with dislocation [144] and is often referred to as scaphocapitate syndrome and several anecdotal case stories are found [145-147].

With the introduction of more sophisticated imaging technique new patterns of injury have appeared. Studies with MRI have shown that the occurrence of more than one carpal fractures at the same time is not uncommon [92, 93, 148]. Furthermore, several variants of simultaneous carpal fractures without dislocation have been reported [149-151].

It was long believed that an undisplaced scaphoid fracture would effectively exclude the occurrence of an associated scapholunate ligament injury although it has been described in high-energy perilunate fracture dislocations [37, 152]. Braithwaite published the first detailed report on the simultaneous occurrence of acute scaphoid fracture and SL ligament injury in 1992 [153], followed by Filan and Herbert 1996 [154]. Some studies describe radiographic sign of SL ligament injury combined with scaphoid fracture [155, 156]; however, it is questionable to use radiographs for the diagnosis of acute SL ligament injury [157]. The coexistence of SL ligament injuries has been reported in scaphoid non-unions, and it has been suggested that a concomitant SL ligament injury in patients with a scaphoid fracture increases the risk of fracture non-union [158].

After the introduction of arthroscopy-assisted scaphoid fracture treatment several reports have described the existence of acute scaphoid fracture in combination with a SL ligament injury, with incidences ranging from 0% to 50% [159-163]. The clinical implication of this combined injury is still unknown; however, in such a case, the proximal part of the scaphoid is highly unstable, ‘floating’, when disconnected both at the fracture site and at the torn ligament (Fig. 29) and it is thus potentially avascular [160]. A similar term, ‘floating lunate’, is used to describe a lunate with ruptured intercarpal ligament at both sides [164].
Figure 29: The combined unstable scaphoid fracture and complete SL ligament rupture. The ‘floating’ proximal scaphoid fracture fragment with minimal vascular supply.

Biomechanically, these combined injuries have been explained as part of lesser or greater arc injuries [165]. Lesser arc injuries are mainly ligament injuries and dislocations around the lunate, and greater arc injuries are mainly trans-carpal fracture dislocations. As many variants of these injuries exist [146, 151, 166], and not all are explained by the lesser and greater arch theory, Bain and co-workers have proposed that translunate (Fig. 30) and inferior arc injuries (Fig. 31) [167] should be added.

Figure 30: A translunate arc injury
(A) Three-dimensional CT with the scaphoid and triquetral fractures visible. (B) Transectional view showing all three fractures (scaphoid, lunate and triquetral fractures). (C) Coronal view showing scaphoid and triquetral fractures.
Herzberg has suggested a new classification of combined carpal injuries without dislocation and has proposed to call them perilunate injuries, not dislocated (PLIND) [168]; furthermore, he argues that these injuries initially could have been dislocated and spontaneously reduced themselves.

Complications

The natural history of scaphoid fractures is unknown. One of the pioneers in research into scaphoid fractures, Nicholas Barton, wrote: ‘We cannot rule out the possibility that some people fracture their scaphoid without knowing and it does unite’ [169]. Anecdotal cases exist where a patient sustains a radiographically verified scaphoid fracture but never receive treatment for different reasons (administrative failure, poor compliance, etc.), and then several years later present for radiographic examination for another reason at which time the scaphoid fracture has spontaneously united (Adolfsson, Jørgsholm unpublished cases). This even occurs in some patients with non-unions. Most wrist surgeons have experienced a patient with a established non-union on the waiting list who presents for surgery and in whom new radiographs or CT scans reveal the non-union united without any treatment [170] (Fig. 32). Sehat et al. assessed their hospital’s radiology reports database and analysed almost 3000 radiographs of the wrist taken during a year. They found four undiagnosed scaphoid non-unions, giving a prevalence of 0.14%, and concluded that unrecognized scaphoid non-unions are rare [171].
The late consequences of a scaphoid non-union are investigated in several studies [172-174]. In conclusion, a non-union will develop into a sclerotic non-union, carpal collapse (humpback), radiocarpal osteoarthritis, midcarpal osteoarthritis, and ultimately global osteoarthritis in the wrist joint (Fig. 33). This sequential process is named scaphoid non-union advanced collapse or SNAC wrist. Patients with an SNAC wrist could be without symptoms for years or even decades; however, all will develop radiographic signs of osteoarthritis after 10 years [174] and 85% will have clinical symptoms after a mean of 26.8 years (12-43 years) [173]. Lindström and Nyström concluded that non-union in most cases would progress to symptomatic osteoarthritis with pain, stiffness, and weakness. All these authors recommended an active attitude towards early reconstruction of the scaphoid non-union even in asymptomatic patients, to avoid the aggressive arthritic progression in untreated scaphoid non-unions.
The Hand Group in Wrightington [175] has proposed a guideline for the prognosis of the reconstruction of scaphoid non-unions. The prognosis will worsen the more proximally the non-union is located and with time from injury to diagnosis. By using advanced statistical calculations (multivariate logistic regression analyses), they depicted a line graph allowing the surgeon to make a prediction about the likelihood of success.

Well-treated scaphoid fractures and non-unions will in the long term develop some degree of osteoarthritis as well; however, they rarely become symptomatic [100, 137, 138, 176-178].

The combined scaphoid fracture and SL ligament injury has a reasonably good prognosis if diagnosed and treated early [155], although less favourable than that of an isolated scaphoid fracture [160, 161].

Complex combined injuries are often high-energy traumas, and some of them part of a dislocation and it is expected that the prognosis is unfavourable even with treatment [145, 153]. Herzberg et al. reported on 104 trans-scaphoid perilunate fracture dislocations, and a long-term follow-up demonstrated poor results in terms of missed diagnosis and cases with open injury. Delay in treatment of more than a week had an adverse effect on outcome. Cases treated with open reduction and internal fixation of fractures, and pinning of ligament injuries had a good clinical outcome; however, radiographic osteoarthritis was common [37].
The overall aims of this thesis were to study the epidemiology of scaphoid fractures and concomitant injuries using radiographs, MRI, CT, and arthroscopy and to compare conservative and surgical treatments of scaphoid fractures.

The specific aims were:

- To describe fractures diagnosed by MRI in patients with clinically suspected scaphoid fractures and to assess the diagnostic value of radiographs and CT, using MRI as a reference (paper I and II).
- To compare skeletally mature and immature patients in relation to scaphoid fracture pattern (paper II).
- To determine the incidence of concurrent ligament injuries in scaphoid waist fractures observed with arthroscopy (paper III).
- To evaluate radiologic factors associated with arthroscopic fracture displacement and instability (paper IV).
- To compare time-to-union in scaphoid waist fractures treated conservatively or with arthroscopy-assisted surgery (paper V).
Patients

The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Board at Lund University (LU459-03). The Institutional Review Board at Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA, approved the aspect of the study that involved patients recruited from Boston as described in paper IV. All patients provided informed consent to participate.

Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, serves a population of approximately 280,000 inhabitants. During the period 2004-03-01 to 2007-02-28 440 patients attended our Emergency Department because of posttraumatic radial sided wrist pain, and all patients were asked to participate in a scientific study on wrist trauma. As a result 425 patients agreed to participate in the study and they compose the basis of this thesis.

Paper IV was performed in collaboration with the Hand and Upper Extremity Service, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, USA, using patients treated with arthroscopic-assisted screw fixation of scaphoid fractures. Fifteen patients from Boston were included during a four-year period (2006-09-19 to 2010-09-07) and 43 patients from Malmö during a three-year period (2004-03-01 to 2007-02-28).

In paper V, 101 patients were included from Malmö from 2007-03-01 to 2008-02-29. These patients were added to the existing cohort and made up the basis of study V.

Fig. 34 shows an overview of the patients and a timeline of the different studies.
During a three-year period (2004-03-01 to 2007-02-28), 440 consecutive patients who attended the Emergency Department with clinically suspected scaphoid fractures were asked to participate in a study in which an MRI would be included with the standard radiographic investigation. This resulted in 425 patients who agreed to participate in the study. These 425 patients (431 wrists) were registered in our database. Seven patients were excluded because of an insufficient or unavailable MRI data. Furthermore 33 patients were excluded because more than 14 days had elapsed between the initiation of the injury and the MRI. Therefore, 385 patients (390 wrists) were included in the study. All patients with a confirmed scaphoid fracture on the radiographs or MRI scans underwent a supplementary CT scan.

In paper I, 296 patients (300 wrists) aged ≥18 years were studied, with a focus on fracture diagnosis and diagnostic performance of radiographs and CT using MRI as a reference.
In paper II, 89 patients (90 wrists) aged <18 years were studied, with a focus on fracture diagnosis and the diagnostic performance of radiographs and CT using MRI as a reference.

**Paper III**

During a three-year period (2004-03-01 to 2007-02-28), 129 consecutive patients who attended the Hand Surgery Department with acute scaphoid waist fractures, as diagnosed by radiographic, MRI and CT imaging, were invited to participate in a study on concomitant ligament injuries in scaphoid fractures. All displaced fractures were offered arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation while non- and minimally-displaced fractures were randomized to cast treatment or arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation. Overall, 40 patients (with 41 scaphoid waist fractures), who were selected for surgical treatment, accepted the invitation to participate in the study.

**Paper IV**

During a six-and-a-half-year period (2004-03-01 to 2010-09-07) at two institutions, consecutive adult patients (≥18 years) with isolated acute scaphoid fracture as diagnosed using radiographic and CT investigations were invited to participate in a study on arthroscopically determined displacement and stability. The prospective cohort of surgically treated patients consisted of all radiological confirmed displaced fractures and a selection of undisplaced fractures based on a preference to avoid cast immobilization (both institutions) or on randomization as part of another study (our institution). The final cohort of 58 patients consisted of 43 patients who attended the Hand Surgery Department, Malmö, and 15 patients who attended the Hand and Upper Extremity Service, Boston, USA.

**Paper V**

During a four-year period (2004-03-01 to 2008-02-29) consecutive patients aged 16 to 64 years who attended the Hand Surgery Department with acute scaphoid waist fractures as diagnosed with radiographic, MRI and CT investigations were enrolled. This study focused on the time-to-union assessed with CT regardless of conservative or surgical treatment. Overall, 64 patients with 65 scaphoid waist fractures met the eligibility criteria.
Methods

Clinical examination

The attending orthopaedic surgeon at the Emergency Department examined all patients with posttraumatic radial sided wrist pain, who were suspected of having a scaphoid fracture. The clinical examinations consisted of three diagnostic tests: A. tenderness in the anatomical snuffbox (ASB); B. scaphoid tubercle tenderness (STT); and C. pain on longitudinal compression of the thumb (LTC) (Fig. 15). If any of these tests were positive, the patients were referred for a radiographic investigation of the wrist. On the same day, or within one working day, an MRI of the wrist was conducted. If a scaphoid fracture was diagnosed on either investigation, a subsequent CT scan was immediately performed. The patients attended the Department of Hand Surgery directly after completing these radiographic investigations and were interviewed by a research nurse, examined by a hand surgeon, and invited to participate in one of our study-arms depending on the diagnosed injury. If the patient accepted the invitation, they were enrolled in a prospective database, that included a patient questionnaire (appendix 1) that sought information on sex, age, activity when the injury occurred (sport, traffic, work, or other), type of injury (fall, blow, or other), pathomechanism (extension, flexion, or other), and high-energy trauma (defined as a fall from > 1 m of height).

Radiologic examination

The initial radiologic examination (AXIOM Arisost FX; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) of the wrist included posteroanterior and lateral views of the wrist and four views of the scaphoid (posteroanterior with ulnar deviation, and the x-ray beam centred over the anatomical snuffbox angled 10° cranially, 10° caudally, 20° ulnarly, and 20° radially).

The MRI of the wrist was performed with the patient placed prone with arm extended, and pronated (palm down) in the “superman” position. The hand was placed in an MRI wrist coil and secured to minimize patient motion. The MRI was performed on a study-dedicated 0.23 Tesla, low-field MRI unit (PROVIEW; Marconi Medicals...
The following study protocol was used: coronal STIR, 3 mm slice thickness, coronal T1, 2 mm slice thickness, axial T1 3.5 mm slice thickness and sagittal T1, 2 mm slice thickness.

The wrist CT was performed with patient in the prone position with the hand above the head (“superman” position) to minimize the exposure to radiation. A 16-slice CT scanner (SOMATOM Sensation 16; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) was used for the CT scanning. A scout view was obtained before the scan. Axial sections of 0.6 mm thick slices were obtained with 1 or 2 mm thick reconstructions in the coronal and sagittal planes. A reconstruction for fracture diagnosis along the long axis of the scaphoid was obtained (Fig. 19). Finally 3D images of the wrist were created.

Using radiographs, a fracture was defined as a break in the continuity of bone, while the criteria for fracture on CT images was the presence of a sharp lucent line within the trabecular bone, a break in the continuity of the cortex, or a dislocation of bone fragments. We considered MRI images to be positive for a fracture when cortical and trabecular fractures were present, causing intramedullary hyperintensity on the STIR as well as intramedullary hypointensity on T1-weighted images extending to the cortices. We diagnosed bone marrow oedema when only a zone of diffusely increased signal intensity on STIR images was present without cortical engagement.

The type of fracture was defined according to whether the major part (50%) of the fracture line was situated in the proximal, middle, or distal third of the bone. This was applied to the radiographic oblique view in which the scaphoid is the longest (Fig. 11A). This was supplemented with the information obtained in the 3D reconstructions and the same senior musculoskeletal radiologist (J.B.) evaluated all examinations of the patients from Malmö.

In study IV, a slightly different radiographic protocol was used on the Boston patients. It consisted of two wrist views (posteroanterior and lateral) and two scaphoid views (posteroanterior with ulnar deviation, and semi-pronated oblique). One of three musculoskeletal radiologists (two in Boston one in Malmö) and the treating physician evaluated all radiological examinations to reach a consensus on a fracture (defined as discontinuity of bone), displacement (either gapping and/or translation greater than 1 mm, or dorsal tilting of the lunate greater than 15° with respect to the radius on a true lateral radiograph with the third metacarpal parallel to the radius), and comminution (more than 2 fracture fragments), of the scaphoid fracture. On static imaging (radiographs and CT), nondisplaced fractures were defined as stable, and displaced fractures as unstable. These evaluations were performed as part of the prospective study, with the exception of the fracture location relative to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid, which was performed for the purposes of this specific study, and thus was performed at a later date. A musculoskeletal radiologist determined: (1) whether the fracture location was situated distal or proximal to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid by looking for the distal cortical discontinuity in relation to the anatomical landmark of the apex; and (2) whether the fracture was located in the proximal, middle, or distal third by measuring whether the major part (50%) of the fracture line was situated in the proximal, middle, or distal third of the bone. This was applied to the
radiographic oblique view in which the scaphoid was the longest, supplemented with the information obtained from the 3D reconstructions of the CT scans.

In study V, the same senior musculoskeletal radiologist (JB), together with one of the senior authors (NT), did a consensus evaluation of the radiographic examinations. Fracture gap and translation (step-off) were assessed on the coronal and sagittal images of the initial CT scan. The maximum value measured was used to categorize the fracture as: minimal (≤ 0.5mm), moderate (1mm), or severe (≥ 1.5mm) displacement [179]. The degree of union was retrospectively calculated using the sagittal CT reconstructions as described by Singh et al. [76]. The percentage of bone contact over the fracture cross-section at follow-up was graded as 0 to 24%, 25 to 49%, 50 to 74%, 75 to 99% or 100%. The grading was estimated by using average measurements from four sagittal, and coronal cuts. Ultimately, it was determined whether the fracture had united, and defined as, not just bone contact, but as a continuous trabecular pattern over more than 50% of the cross-section of the fracture [78, 114]. CT scans were obtained at injury and then at 6 weeks, 10 weeks, and 14 weeks, and 6 months and 12 months.

Arthroscopic surgery

The surgeries performed in paper III, IV and V all used a similar set up. The arthroscopy was performed under an axillary block or general anaesthesia with the patient lying supine, with the arm on the arthroscopy table, the elbow flexed 90°, and the forearm pronated in a wrist support. A tourniquet on the upper arm was inflated to 200-250 mm Hg and the hand was positioned in a vertical traction tower (Fig. 28). Three to five kilogram of traction was applied using fingertraps on the index and long fingers. A 1.9-mm or 2.7-mm arthroscope was used in combination with a motorized shaver to clear the joint of blood, debris, and synovitis. The arthroscopic cannula allowed water in-flow by gravity and out-flow through either a 16 or 18 gauge needle. The standard 3–4 and 4–5 intercompartmental portals and the 6R (radial) and 6U (ulnar) on each side of the sixth compartment were used in the radiocarpal joint. In the midcarpal joint, the standard radial and ulnar portals were used and, in some cases, supplemented with the STT joint portal; no volar portals were used.

The guidewire and the cannulated screw were inserted through the 3-4 portal while the scope was in the 4-5 portal. With the wrist in maximum flexion (60-70°) and slight ulnar deviation (Fig. 28A) a 1.0 mm guidewire was introduced into the scaphoid, as volar as possible in the proximal pole close to the SL ligament. The guidewire was drilled 45° in the radial direction aiming centrally toward the thumb base into the proximal pole. The scope was then introduced to the midcarpal joint and any interposition in the fracture interval removed by probe and shaver. If any displacement was seen, reduction was performed by manipulation in the traction tower and/or by using probes/periosteal elevators. In some cases 1.25 mm K-wires were used as joysticks in proximal and distal portion of the scaphoid to manipulate the fragments. When reduction was achieved, the guidewire was drilled into the distal fragment and advanced
into the STT joint to secure it and the position was controlled on the image intensifier. Drilling over the guidewire was performed with simultaneous fluoroscopic guidance and the midcarpal arthroscopy during placement of the cannulated screw was performed to verify fracture compression. If any sign of distraction was observed during screw insertion either further drilling or shorter screw length was chosen. Finally, screw placement was documented with fluoroscope (Fig. 28B). When complete scapholunate ligament injury was diagnosed, supplementary scapholunate repositioning was secured with two 1.25 mm K-wires as seen in Fig. 35.

![Figure 35: The combined injury scaphoid waist fracture and SL ligament rupture.](image)

Arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation of the scaphoid fracture and temporary percutaneous K-wire fixation of the SL joint.

Headless Bone Screw© (Martin, Tutlingen, Germany) diameter 3.0 mm, Twinfix© (Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) diameter 3.2 mm and Headless Compression Screw© (Synthes, Oberdorf, Switzerland) diameter 3.0 mm were used for fracture fixation (Fig. 25).

All surgical procedures were performed by one or two of the authors (P.J., N.T., or A.B.) and the responsible surgeon completed the arthroscopic protocol.

A protocol for arthroscopic evaluation was designed to facilitate uniform reporting (Appendix 2). The different ligaments were defined on a figure, and the surgeon had the option of making his own drawings on a schematic view of a left or right wrist. The SL and lunotriquetral (LT) ligament injuries were categorized according to Geissler [180], while the triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) injuries were categorized
according to Palmer [181]. Injuries to the volar extrinsic ligaments and to the dorsal capsule were categorized as haemorrhage, partial tear, or complete rupture. The volar extrinsic ligaments investigated were the radioscaphocapitate ligament, the long radiolunate ligament, and the short radiolunate ligament, as well as the ulnolunate and the ulnotriquetral ligament.

Conservative treatment

Conservative treatment consisted of immobilization in a standard below-elbow plaster cast, incorporating the thumb up to the interphalangeal joint.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software StatXact-6 (Cytel Software Corp., Cambridge, MA, USA), SPSS 20.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and Microsoft Excel. Statistical methods for binary outcome variables were used in all studies and p-values below 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant. An exact method (Clopper-Pearson) was used for calculation of 95% confidence intervals (CI) in the studies with small sample sizes. Fisher’s exact test, chi-square test, the binominal test and the Linear-by-Linear association test were used for hypothesis testing and comparisons of prevalences across groups, and to evaluate trends. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to assess differences in continuous variables across independent groups. p-values below 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant in all studies. Logistic regression was used in one of the studies (paper IV) to identify factors associated with arthroscopic displacement and instability.

Paper I-II

Sensitivity and specificity with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for proportions were calculated using either the standard approximation formula (paper I) or the exact method by Clopper-Pearson (paper II) for the radiographs and for CT (only sensitivity). MRI was used as the reference standard.

Paper III

Fisher’s exact test was used to investigate differences in the prevalence of various types of ligament injuries for various fracture types. We also calculated prevalence ratios (PRs) and exact 95% confidence intervals (CIs). An exact test was used, based on the binomial distribution, to test whether the prevalence of selected (binary) outcomes such as high-energy trauma, differed significantly from 50%. Finally the Mann-Whitney test
was used to compare the number of ligament injuries with scaphoid fracture displacement, concomitant fractures, and high-energy trauma.

**Paper IV**

For bivariate analysis of predictors of arthroscopic displacement and instability, the independent (or explanatory) variables that we investigated included age, sex, energy of trauma, fracture comminution on radiographs, fracture location (proximal third, middle third, or distal third), fracture location relative to the apex on the dorsal ridge on CT, scapholunate ligament injury detected during arthroscopy, and surgical delay. We evaluated continuous explanatory variables (e.g., surgical delay) with the Mann Whitney U test, and categorical variables (e.g., comminution) with the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test.

We included factors with p-values <0.10 in bivariate analysis into backward stepwise multivariable logistic regression models seeking to identify factors associated with arthroscopic instability and displacement.

**Paper V**

The presence of a linear trend between the degree of fracture dislocation and fracture union at 6 weeks was tested using the Linear-by-Linear association test. We evaluated differences in union of randomized non-, or minimally-displaced scaphoid waist fractures with a Fisher’s exact test.
**Results**

**Paper I** Radiographs and CT are less sensitive in diagnosing carpal fractures compared to MRI.

The aim of this study was to describe fractures revealed by MRI in skeletally mature patients with posttraumatic radial wrist pain and clinically suspected of having a scaphoid fracture. Furthermore, to evaluate the diagnostic performance of radiographs and CT with MRI as the reference. This study consisted of 296 consecutive adult patients (330 wrists) with an acute wrist trauma (<2 weeks).

We identified 224 fractures in 196 of 300 investigated wrists (Fig. 36A). Overall, 125 scaphoid fractures were found, of which, 18 were associated with another fracture. The most common fracture combination was scaphoid and distal radius (n=10) followed by a combined fracture of the scaphoid and the capitate (n=7) (Fig 36B). MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture in 42% of the injured wrists. The overall sensitivity of radiographs for diagnosing a fracture was 54%, with MRI as the reference. The sensitivity was 70% for diagnosing a scaphoid fracture and 59% for triquetral fractures and below 50% for distal radius, metacarpal and other carpal fractures. Using CT imaging, it was possible to visualize 116 scaphoid fractures corresponding to 95% sensitivity, all hamate fractures (100% sensitivity), 7 distal radius fractures (78% sensitivity) and 6 capitate fractures (75% sensitivity).

**Figure 36:**
(A) Fracture distribution in 196 wrists.  
(B) Distribution of combined fractures in 165 wrists.
Paper II  Children and adolescents have a specific fracture pattern dependent on skeletal maturity.

The aim of this study was to describe fractures revealed by MRI in patients below 18 years of age with posttraumatic radial wrist pain and clinically suspected to have a scaphoid fracture. Assessing the diagnostic performance of radiographs and CT with MRI as the reference, was also an aim of the study. Finally, we wanted to describe the location of the scaphoid fractures and compare scaphoid fracture patterns between skeletal immature and mature patients. The study consisted of 89 consecutive paediatric patients (90 wrists) with an acute wrist trauma (<2 weeks).

We found 73 fractures in 61 of 90 investigated wrists. Forty-eight scaphoid fractures were found of which 10 were in association with another fracture. The most common fracture combination was scaphoid and capitate fractures (n=5) followed by combined fractures of the scaphoid and the distal radius (n=3). MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture in 53% of the injured wrists. The overall sensitivity of radiographs for diagnosing a fracture was 47%, with MRI as reference, while sensitivities of 54% and 50% were found for diagnosing scaphoid and distal radius fractures, respectively. A sensitivity below 50% was revealed for the other carpal fractures. Using CT imaging it was possible to visualize 43 scaphoid fractures corresponding to 96% sensitivity, all distal radius, hamate and trapezoid fractures (100% sensitivity), 4 capitate fractures (67% sensitivity), and half of metacarpal and triquetral fractures (50% sensitivity). The anatomical distribution of all 48 scaphoid fractures, detected on MRI, is summarized in Figure 37A. The fracture patterns in patients with open physes were different from patients with closed physes; but, not significantly (p>0.05). In skeletally immature patients (open first metacarpal physes), distal and waist fractures were equal common and no proximal fractures were found (Fig. 37B). In skeletally mature patients (closed first metacarpal physes) waist fractures were the most common fracture (Fig. 37C).

![Figure 37: Anatomical distribution of scaphoid fractures.](image)
(A) Fractures in immature scaphoids (open physe 1\textsuperscript{st} metacarpal). (B) Fractures in mature scaphoids.
Paper III Scapholunate ligament injury is common in patients with scaphoid waist fractures.

The aim of study III was to determine the incidence of intrinsic and extrinsic ligament injuries using arthroscopy as the reference, in 40 patients with scaphoid waist fractures. During arthroscopy we found SL ligament injuries in 29 of 41 injured wrists, of which 10 had a complete tear (Fig. 38) and the overall number of SL ligament injuries did not differ between undisplaced and displaced fractures (p>0.30). No significant differences were demonstrated between the severity of the SL ligament injury (Geissler grade 1–2 vs. Geissler grade 3–4) and scaphoid fracture displacement (p>0.30). In patients with partial SL ligament tears, the injuries were found in the dorsal ligament component in 17 of 19 wrists. We found partial LT ligament injury in 8 wrists. There was no difference in the number of LT ligament injuries between undisplaced and displaced fractures (p>0.30). When comparing the number of minor LT ligament injuries (Geissler grade 1–2) with that of major ligament injuries (Geissler grade 3–4), no significant differences could be found between the severity of the LT ligament injury (Geissler grade 1–2 vs. Geissler grade 3–4) and scaphoid fracture displacement (p>0.30). An acute traumatic tear of the TFCC was observed in 11 wrists. Furthermore there were significantly more dorsal capsule ruptures among patients with displaced fractures (p<0.001). The number of intrinsic ligament injuries did not correlate with any of the following factors: fracture displacement, concomitant fracture, or the involvement of high energy (p>0.30; p=0.14; p>0.30).

Figure 38: Complete SL ligament rupture was found in 24% of scaphoid waist fractures.
(A) Radiocarpal joint in a right wrist (S, scaphoid; R, radius; L, lunate). Arrows indicate fresh, sharp edges, and hemorrhage in a completely torn SL ligament. Shaver blade seen far right. (B) Same wrist after arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation of the scaphoid fracture and K-wire pinning of the SL joint.
Paper IV Radiographic scaphoid comminution is associated with fracture instability.

The aim of study IV was to identify radiographic factors associated with arthroscopically diagnosed fracture displacement and instability in 58 consecutive patients with a scaphoid fracture.

Arthroscopy revealed 38 unstable fractures (66%), 27 of which were also displaced (47%). One of 31 arthroscopically undisplaced fractures and 18 of 27 arthroscopically displaced fractures exhibited radiographic comminution. There was no comminution in the 20 arthroscopically stable fractures, and 19 of 38 arthroscopically unstable fractures exhibited comminution (Fig. 39AB). The odds of a comminuted fracture correlating with displacement and instability were about 50 times greater than for a non-comminuted fracture (p≤0.001). In other words, fracture comminution was strongly associated with both displacement and instability.

![Image](image.jpg)

**Figure 39: Comminuted scaphoid fractures are unstable.**
(A) Radiographically comminuted undisplaced scaphoid waist fracture. (B) Arthroscopy showed that the fracture was unstable and could easily be displaced with the probe.

Paper V Ninety percent of non- or minimally-displaced waist fractures unite after six weeks of conservative treatment.

The aim of study V was to assess the union of scaphoid waist fractures based on CT scans at six weeks on all fractures. Furthermore to compare the time-to-union between conservative treatment and arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation in a randomized subgroup with non- or minimally-displaced waist fractures. In this study, we enrolled 65 consecutive patients with scaphoid waist fracture.

Fracture comminution, represented by a separate cortico- or cortico-spongy fragment on the radial side of the scaphoid, on radiographs was common (54%), even in the non- or minimally-displaced fractures (34%). In the conservatively treated group, the CT scans at six weeks demonstrated that 27 of 30 (90%) of the non- or minimally-
displaced fractures had united. In the operatively treated group the union rate at six weeks for non- or minimally-displaced fractures was 82% and decreased to 40% for the severely displaced fractures. It was noticed that severe displaced waist fractures (Fig. 40 B) had a tendency toward longer time to union (p=0.06) and furthermore, two weeks of immobilization seems sufficient after stable screw fixation. In the randomized subgroup of patients with non- or minimally-displaced scaphoid waist fracture, 23 were treated with cast immobilization, and 15 went through an arthroscopy-assisted screw fixation. In the conservative group 19 (83%) of the fractures were united after six weeks, 22 (96%) after 10 weeks, and all 23 at 14 weeks. All four fractures that united later than after six weeks were comminuted (Fig. 40 A). In the operated group 12 fractures (80%) had united after six weeks, increasing to 14 (94%) after 10 weeks. One fracture did not unite until one year.

We were not able to demonstrate any significant difference in union rate between the two treatment groups at any measure point (p=1.00). The majority of non-, or minimally-displaced scaphoid waist fractures united after six weeks of conservative treatment with a cast (Fig 40 C & D).

Figure 40: Different types of scaphoid waist fractures.
(A) Comminuted waist fracture. (B) Displaced waist fracture. (C) Undisplaced waist fracture (D) Same fracture as C united at 6 weeks.
Discussion

During one-year Larsen and co workers [182] found 460 distal radius fractures and 57 scaphoid fractures in patients ≥15 years in a population of 250,000 inhabitants. The incidence of distal radius fractures was 8 times as high as the incidence of scaphoid fractures. A Medline database search (November 2014) on scaphoid fracture revealed 2351 published articles compared to 5166 publications on distal radius fractures. Apparently more is written about scaphoid fractures taken in account that they are less frequent. The difficulties around the fractured scaphoid are numerous. The diagnosis is difficult, the classification controversial and the treatment has been debated for decades and no consensus has been reached.

The classical clinical tests on patients with posttraumatic radial wrist pain is agreed to be anatomical snuffbox tenderness, scaphoid tubercle tenderness and pain at longitudinal compression of the thumb. Combined they will have a better specificity without loosing the sensitivity [183, 184]. The allocation of patients in this thesis was depending on these initial three clinical tests at the time when the patient attended the Emergency Department. In paper I and II the interval from trauma to clinical examination was less than 2 weeks. As the timeline ranged from hours to weeks we enrolled all patients with one or more positive tests (ASB, ST, and LCT)(Fig. 15) [51, 53]. Thereby we theoretically missed few patients with potential false negative clinical tests.

The clinical tests were done when the patients had their first visit at the Emergency Department. Prior to the initiation of this thesis, doctors at the Orthopaedic Department, who are serving the trauma unit, were instructed in these clinical tests. During the entire study period all investigating doctors were orthopaedic surgeons with at least 2 years of experience.

Radiology

There is general consensus that the first-line of radiologic investigation in patients with a suspected scaphoid fracture is wrist radiographs with an addition of two to four scaphoid views. Radiographs are good at ruling in a fracture (high specificity) [54, 60]. All our patients had two wrist views and four scaphoid views except for the Boston patients, who had two wrist views and two scaphoid views. If radiographs are negative and clinical suspicion persist, the second-line of investigation is controversial.
BS has been in clinical use since the early 1980’s [185] and was the gold standard in clinical suspected scaphoid fractures with negative radiographs for decades. It has a very high sensitivity, which means it is good at ruling out a scaphoid fracture. It has a low specificity compared to MRI and CT [60] and furthermore a 10 times as high radiation load compared to CT [54]. For these reasons we chose not to use BS in our studies.

The use of CT in scaphoid fractures has been in practise since the late 1980’s initially to evaluate scaphoid non-union [66, 67]. With the introduction of multi-slice technique and better software the quality of the produced pictures has been improved and it has gained increased popularity as second-line investigation in suspected scaphoid fractures [70, 186, 187]. Often it has a good availability and a fast protocol. It has been reported to have a lower sensitivity than BS and MRI [60] and a certain radiation load to the patient, although less than BS. We used CT scan in this thesis on all scaphoid fractures that were confirmed by radiographs or MRI to evaluate CT’s sensitivity with MRI as the gold standard. Furthermore fracture location and type was noted for allocation to the different clinical studies (paper III-V).

Since the work with this thesis started the technical development has evolved and the 16-slice scanner used in these studies has been bypassed, and 64-slice and 128-slice scanners are now standard in many hospitals. These new scanners probably have an increased sensitivity in diagnosing carpal fractures. A reconstruction in the long axis of the scaphoid with slices < 1 mm [68] is of vital importance in scaphoid fracture diagnostics with CT scans. Earlier the CT scanning was done in the long axis of the scaphoid [67], but today it is often reconstructed digitally from thin axial slices (Fig. 19).

All patient in the cohort from Malmö had MRI investigation regardless of the findings on the radiographs. We used a low-field MRI scanner of 0.23 Tesla as this was available for scientific purposes. In this thesis 531 wrists were scanned during a four years period. That would not have been possible with the capacity of high-field scanners at our Radiologic Department at the time being. We did not report on soft tissue injury, as the quality of our images was not sufficient for the diagnosis of ligament injuries. On the other hand, we found the quality of images of a low-field MRI scanner adequate to differentiate the relevant fracture characteristics in our study, and we were able to distinguish between a bone bruise and a real fracture. We did not encounter any false positive MRI scans among the patients in our arthroscopy studies. Some of these fractures were not detectable on radiographs or even CT, but easily visible during midcarpal arthroscopy. Low-field MRI scanners have been used in several scaphoid fracture studies with a reported high sensitivity and specificity [188-191]. Low-field scanners are often termed dedicated extremity scanners [192].

High-field scanners of 3.0 Tesla strength combined with dedicated wrist joint software and Gadolinium injection (indirect arthrogramy) would probably increase the sensitivity for diagnosing ligament injuries.
In paper I and II we found a high incidence of fractures in adult and paediatric patients with posttraumatic radial wrist pain. In both MRI studies approximately 65% of the patients had a fracture, and scaphoid fracture was the most common fracture found in 42% of the attending adults and 53% of the attending paediatric patients. This is in contrast to true scaphoid incidences found in other studies. The true incidence of scaphoid fracture is reported to range from 14% [90] relying on radiographs at 2 weeks as reference and 16-26% [40, 51, 86] relying on advanced imaging as the second-line reference. In this thesis the investigating orthopaedic surgeon at the Emergency Department had not less than two years of experience and was confident in acute wrist examination. This could be one factor of importance for the high true scaphoid incidence found. We generally found more fractures than previously reported probably because MRI was used in all patients.

Many radiographic occult fractures were found. When we calculated the sensitivity of radiographs in adults it reached 70% in scaphoid fractures, 59% in triquetrum fracture and 43% in distal radius fractures. For other fractures the sensitivity was poor and especially for capitate and hamate fractures, where it only reached 7% and 0%, respectively. Using CT imaging the sensitivity reached 100% in hamate fractures, 95% in scaphoid fractures, 78% in distal radius fractures, and 75% in capitate fractures. In paediatric patients the sensitivity of radiographs was found to be 54% in scaphoid fractures, 50% in distal radius fractures, 33% in triquetral fractures, and 0% in other carpal fractures. Using CT imaging the sensitivity reached 100% in distal radius, hamate fractures, and trapezoid fractures, 96% in scaphoid fractures, and 67% in capitate fractures.

As these calculations show, radiographs have sensitivity below 50% for detecting other carpal fractures than the scaphoid and triquetrum fractures. A capitate fracture is unlikely to be diagnosed by plain radiographs (Fig. 41A). In the paediatric patients the sensitivity of radiographs is even lower and only one other carpal fracture, than scaphoid fracture, was found (triquetrum fracture). CT imaging has a higher sensitivity than radiographs, but surprisingly low sensitivity in certain carpal fractures as the capitate. Apparently radiographs and CT scans have less sensitivity for immature paediatric carpal bones.
The explanation for the slightly different fracture pattern found in paediatric patients is speculative: the ossification starts in the capitate and thus this bone is relatively hard and brittle even in the youngest patients in our cohort and more likely to fracture than the soft and cushioned surrounding immature bone. This could account for the higher incidence of capitate fractures in children and adolescents. The ossification of the scaphoid starts distal, which could explain the higher numbers of distal scaphoid fractures in the younger immature patients, whereas waist fractures become more common with increased maturity.

In the paediatric cohort we compared the fracture location in skeletal mature and immature patients and found more distal fractures than reported by Gholson et al. [49]. We used the closed physes of the first metacarpal as indicator for a mature scaphoid. An explanation for the difference could be, that the physes of the distal radius were used in Gholson et al. comparative study. Furthermore we had initial MRI and CT on all patients, whereas Gholson et al. reported that only 64% of the patients had MRI or CT often at a later date. As radiographs will diagnose only half of the paediatric scaphoid fractures and the distal scaphoid fractures are most likely to be missed, – this could be an explanation to the difference.

Combined fractures were found in adult and paediatric wrists in 7 and 11%, respectively. In adults the most common fracture combinations were scaphoid and radius fractures (n=10) followed by scaphoid and capitate fractures (n=7)(Fig. 41). In children and adolescents scaphoid and capitate fractures (n=5) were most common followed by scaphoid and radius fractures (n=3). MRI studies in wrist traumas are numerous [71, 93, 193, 194]. All these investigations of clinically suspected scaphoid
fractures are patients with negative radiographs. In our studies all patients attending with radial sided wrist pain, regardless of findings on radiographs had a MRI investigation. To our knowledge no study with this design has been published before. The use of MRI could explain the high number of combined fractures found in our studies, as many obvious scaphoid fractures would never proceed to advanced imaging and many occult combined carpal fractures thereby never diagnosed. In our entire cohort of 198 scaphoid fractures a concomitant fracture was found in 33 (17%) often a carpal fracture.

The clinical implication of these findings is that a good clinical investigation for patients with posttraumatic radial wrist pain is essential. By using a algorithm (Appendix 3) and narrowing the amount of patients with clinically suspected carpal fracture and negative radiographs fewer patients will need an early MRI wrist scan. This has been shown to be a cost-effective strategy [53, 89, 195]. The MRI findings of other carpal fractures will explain why some ‘x-ray negative sprains’ [94] have an extended period with pain. Unnecessary repeated fracture clinic visits could be avoided by early diagnosis. The combined fractures (more than one fracture) often are high-energy traumas and CT scan will tell, whether these are displaced, comminuted and maybe part of a perilunate injury, not dislocated (PLIND), that needs special surgical attention. We therefore recommend MRI or CT scans to all high-energy trauma patients with radial wrist pain regardless of radiographic findings.

**Arthroscopy**

Prior to our study series, we experienced some patients with undisplaced scaphoid waist fractures, where we had unexpected findings. These patients had been offered arthroscopic surgery, and intraoperatively we found serious concomitant ligament injuries. This observation made us aware of possible combined injuries, and we decided to have a dedicated protocol for arthroscopic findings during our arthroscopic scaphoid studies.

In paper III 41 scaphoid waist fractures were allocated for surgery and 29 had some degree of scapholunate ligament injury. Ten wrists had a complete rupture of the SL ligament and thereby a proximal scaphoid fragment, that had lost its distal and proximal anchoring points (Fig. 42). We decided to treat these injuries with screw fixation of the scaphoid fracture and K-wires fixation of the SL joint (Fig. 35 & 38B) and a postoperative plaster treatment for six weeks. Many minor ligament and TFCC injuries were found, but these were rated as less clinically important and not treated. The ligament injuries were independent of fracture displacement or level of energy. The many SL injuries and the high frequency of dorsal capsule injury suggest, that such injuries might represent a subluxation or dislocation injury that subsequently reduced spontaneously recently named PLIND by Herzberg [168] (Fig. 42).
These injuries are very unstable and the vascular supply to the proximal scaphoid is disrupted at the fracture and rupture site and potentially at risk of developing a non-union. Given our findings in paper III, we recommend arthroscopy to assess and treat associated intrinsic ligament injuries, if the treatment offered for the scaphoid fracture is stable fixation and mobilization. Scaphoid non-unions are not as common, as the SL ligament ruptures found, and late SLAC-wrists are rarely found clinically in united scaphoid fractures. Therefore we assume that these combined injuries most often heal by conservative treatment. Long term follow up (13-15 years) of distal radius fracture with concomitant SL ligament injury (Geissler grade 3) has not been able to show any sign of static SL dissociation or development of SLAC-wrist [203].

**Radiology and arthroscopy**

During our arthroscopic registration of the scaphoid fractures we noted that it was difficult to predict fracture stability, as judged by arthroscopy from the radiographs. Our colleagues from Boston had encountered the same problem, and after a joint meeting, we decided to explore if any radiographic sign could predict fracture stability. Displacement is often used interchangeably with instability, and displacement is considered a risk factor for non-union [77]. Some studies have suggested, that non-unions placed distal to the apex of the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid usually are unstable
and that it may apply for acute fractures as well. In the two-centre study our patient cohorts were investigated prospectively but pooled retrospectively. All patients had relevant radiographs and CT scans with reconstructions in two planes, defined by the long axis of the scaphoid, and all had midcarpal arthroscopy.

We found no correlation between the fracture localisation in relation to the apex of the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid and arthroscopic verified instability. However, we found a strong correlation between fracture comminution and both displacement and instability. The combination of displacement and comminution is described to cause instability. It was surprising that comminution in non- or minimally-displaced fractures was correlated with instability. Herbert et al. 1984 described a type B5 comminuted and unstable fracture type in his first published paper on scaphoid fracture classification [120]. In 1998 Compson et al. in a radiographic study described a comminuted fracture type, which was potentially unstable [198]. In 2003 Cooney described this fracture type as unstable, and recommended comminution as an indication for open reduction and screw fixation [199]. These comminuted fractures were often displaced, and we have not been able to find any reports on undisplaced comminuted fractures that exhibit instability as judged by direct palpation.

Conservative and operative treatment

Most authors agree that the majority of scaphoid fractures will unite when treated in a cast for sufficient time [45, 76, 78, 113, 200]. As the patients most often are young active persons the traditional treatment in a cast for several months may have inherent compliance problems, a substantial impact on daily living and a socioeconomic burden for society. Mink van der Molen et al. reported the time off work in carpal injuries to be 155 days in a cohort of 447 patients treated conservatively (98%). Most patients were young men with manual work [133].

The development of minimal invasive techniques in combination with an increasing demand from professional athletes of a quick functional recovery has evolved wrist surgeons globally toward offering percutaneous screw fixation of even undisplaced waist fractures to avoid plaster immobilization [201, 202].

In paper V we evaluated time to union in scaphoid waist fractures by CT at six weeks and compared surgically treated and conservative treated patients (n=65). In a subgroup of randomized patients (n=38) with non- and minimally displaced fractures, time-to-union was followed continuously at 6 weeks, 10 weeks, and 14 weeks and 6 months and 12 months.

We did not find any difference in time-to-union in the surgically treated and conservative treated scaphoid waist fractures. Surprisingly 90% of the non- or minimally-displaced fractures (Fig. 42) treated conservatively had united at six weeks,
which was also the case with 82% of the surgically treated. All conservatively treated fractures from this randomized subgroup, with prolonged time to union, were comminuted demonstrating a radial cortico- or cortico-spongeous fragment (Fig. 43).

![Figure 42: Most non- or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures unite in a cast.](image)

(A) Coronal CT scan of undisplaced scaphoid waist fracture. (B) Below elbow scaphoid cast ('One down 205 bones to go’ Snickers©).

The important clinical conclusion in paper V is, that most non- or minimally-displaced fractures will unite after only six weeks in a cast. The clinical implication of paper IV and V would be, that radiographic scaphoid comminution, often seen radially as a tiny separate fragment (Fig. 43), will warrant CT scan, and information to the patient of a likely prolonged plaster treatment. Minimal invasive surgical treatment could be discussed with the patient, depending on fracture characteristics on the CT scan, the occupation and demands of the patient and his/hers general medical condition.

A comparative larger scale study is needed to determine differences in functional outcome after conservative versus operative treatment.
Strength and limitations

The strength of this thesis relates to the prospective design with a large cohort from a well-defined area, where the treatment of scaphoid fractures is centralized to our hospital. We had uniform clinical tests as inclusion criteria, standardized protocol for radiographs, MRI scans were done on all patients, and CT scans on all scaphoid fractures. Furthermore we had a randomized subgroup including non- and minimal-displaced fractures. Only the three co-authors participated in the intervention studies in Malmö.

The limitations refer to the fact that we did not perform CT scan on all patients, as it was not feasible at the time being. We used a low-field MRI scanner and a first generation multi-slice CT scanner both with less diagnostic capability compared to standard advanced imaging of today (2014). Low patient numbers in the arthroscopic studies and in the outcome study hampered the possibility to find significant differences among the small groups. In study IV the evaluation of fracture instability was done at two different institutions. Concomitant carpal fractures and SL ligament injuries found in patients randomized for arthroscopic surgery had a different treatment protocol for ethical reasons, and this hampered the outcome study as the operative group was diminished.
Clinical implications

- Diagnostic algorithm for suspected scaphoid fractures (Appendix 3)
- Three view radiographs (PA, Lateral and fist closed and ulnar deviation)
- Fast protocol extremity MRI scanner at the Emergency Department
- Multi-slice CT scans of all carpal fractures
- Treatment algorithm for confirmed carpal fracture (Appendix 4)
- Arthroscopy mandatory in percutaneous screw fixation
- CT scan as routine at six weeks in ‘simple’ scaphoid fractures
- CT scan at 10-14 weeks in all conservative and surgical treated

Future perspective

- Study on the natural history of combined scaphoid fracture and SL injury
- Study on the sensitivity of low- and high-field MRI scanners
- Study on the sensitivity and specificity of multi-slice CT
- Study on cost-effectiveness of CT to assess union at 6, 10, and 14 weeks
- Study on high-field MRI Gadolinium enhanced scanning of SL injuries
- MRI soft and hardware improvement for SL diagnostics
- CT soft and hardware improvement for fracture characteristics
- Cone-beam CT scanners for diagnostic and intraoperative use
- Stereotactic computer-guided surgery of the scaphoid
- Bone growth factors added intraoperatively in scaphoid fractures
Conclusion

- Radiographs and CT are less sensitive in diagnosing carpal fractures compared to MRI.
- Children and adolescents have a specific fracture pattern dependent on skeletal maturity.
- MRI reveals many concomitant carpal fractures and the most common combination is that of a scaphoid and a capitate fracture.
- Scapholunate ligament injury is common in patients with scaphoid waist fractures.
- Radiographic scaphoid comminution is associated with fracture instability.
- Ninety per cent of non- or minimally displaced waist fractures unite after six weeks of conservative treatment.
Summary in Swedish

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning


6 veckor. Oavsett behandlingsmetod läkte brotten på samma tid, men de patienter som opererades behövde bara ha gips i 1-2 veckor. Brott med förskjutning och/eller splittring hade en benägenhet till att läka långsammare.

Sammanfattningsvis kan man säga att patienter med misstänkt båtbensbrott kan ha många olika skador i handleden, och att vanlig röntgen är dålig på att hitta dessa skador. En akut MR undersökning kan göra att ett stort antal patienter slipper onödig gipsbehandling (cirka 250 patienter per år i Malmö med 280 000 invånare). Nittio procent av alla enkla brott i mellersta delen av båtbenet, vilket är den vanligaste typen, läker med sex veckors gipsbehandling. Patienter som opereras och enbart skall ha gips en eller två veckor, bör undersökas med titthålsteknik för att utesluta att det finns en alvarlig ledbandsskada, som kräver längre tids gipsning.

studie undersøgte vi, ved hjælp af CT, helingstiden af brud i midten af bådbenet. Ved lodtrækning var nogle patienter udvalgt til operation med kikkertteknik, hvor man med en specielt udviklet skrue trækker bruddet sammen, mens en anden gruppe fik gipsbehandling af håndleddet i mindst 6 uger. Uanset behandlingsmetode helede brudene på samme tid, dog kunne de patienter, som blev opereret, nøjes med gips i 1-2 uger. Forskudte og splitrede brud havde en tendens til langsommere heling.
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Appendix 1

Case Report Form 0
Screeningformulär

Screening vid misstänkt scaphoideumfraktur
- Handkirurgmottagning

Screeningsnummer: ___.
(röda Pärmen)

Patientinitialer: ___.

Ansvarig prövare: Peter Jørgsholm (MD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flödesschema</th>
<th>Screening Akutmott (i rutinsjukvården)</th>
<th>Day 1 – 5 Hand.kir.mott</th>
<th>√</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Besöksdag</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Läkar.us.</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gipsskena</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Röntgen</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (vid scaphoideumfraktur)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand.kir.mott</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening för studier</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Handkirurgiska kliniken
Universitetssjukhuset
Malmö
Screening för misstänkt scaphoideumfraktur

Screeningsnummer: ___ ___  Patientinitialer: ___ ___

SCREENING PÅ HANDKIRURGMOTTAGNING  Undersökningsefter. ___ ___ ___ ___ (åå - mm - dd)

**Inklusionskriterier**

1. Patienten har en misstänkt scaphoideumfraktur  Ja  Nej  
2. Patienten är mellan 18 – 65 år  Ja  Nej  
3. Skadan har skett de senaste 7 dagarna  Ja  Nej  

Alla inklusionskriterier ovan ska vara besvarade med ja:

**Exklusionskriterier**

1. Annan orsak, som enligt ansvarig läkares bedömning, kan påverka bedömning av utvärdering av patientens data i studien  Ja  Nej  

Exklusionskriteriet ska vara besvarat med nej:

Vid exklusion önskas följande undersökning:

**Klinik 1: Ömhet Tabatieren:**  Ja  Nej  
**Klinik 2: Ömhet axiellt MC I:**  Ja  Nej  
**Klinik 3: Ömhet tuber scaphoidei:**  Ja  Nej  
**Annan ömhet:**  Ja  Nej  
**Var: ……………**

Skadeorsak:  Sport  Trafik  Arbete  Annat  Vad:………
Skadeomekanisme:  Fall  Slag  Annat  Högenergi  Lågenergi  
Handled i:  Extension  Flexion  Vet ej  

Datum för skada  
åå -mm- dd

Datum för röntgen av handled  
åå -mm- dd

Datum för MR undersökning  
åå - mm - dd

Datum för evt. CT undersökning (vid scaphoideumfraktur)  
åå -mm- dd
Instruktioner för ifyllande av CRF sida 4:

- Fyll i det datum patienten gör sitt besök på handkirurgmottagningen.
- Bocka av i respektive ruta resultatet av röntgen och MR.
- Kryssa för om frakturen är dislocerad, dvs. mer än 1mm diastas eller förskjutning från CT eller mätas med lineal på röntgenbilden direkt.
- Kryssa i vilken 1/3 frakturen är placerad och markera på skissen. (>50% av frakturspalten ska vara i den förkryssade tredjedelen på den rtg projektion där scaphoideum är störst)

- Avgör därefter om patienten uppfyller kriterierna för att deltaga i någon av delstudierna. Bocka av det alternativ som patienten tar plats i.
- Patientinformation och samtycke enligt studieprotokol
- CRF formulär och uppföljning ska ske enligt varje delstudie.
- Intyga med namnteckning att handläggningen av patienten är klar.

Verifierar att patienten är handlagd enligt studieplaneringen enligt någon av ovanstående delstudier om inte patienten avböjt att delta.

Läkare som handlagt och ansvarat för patienten på hand.kir.mott. Datum

SCREENING PÅ HAND KIR. MOTTAGNINGEN ÄR KLAR

Detta CRF formulär sparar i patientpärmen eller vid exklusion i exklusionspärmen.
Screening för misstänkt scaphoideumfraktur

Screeningsnummer: __ __ Patientinitialer: __ __

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rtg resultat:</th>
<th>Pos(scaphoideum)</th>
<th>Neg(scaphoideum)</th>
<th>Pos(annat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR resultat:</td>
<td>Pos(scaphoideum)</td>
<td>Neg(scaphoideum)</td>
<td>Pos(annat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT resultat:</td>
<td>Pos(scaphoideum)</td>
<td>Neg(scaphoideum)</td>
<td>Pos(annat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislokation&gt; 1mm</td>
<td>Ja __ Nej __</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frakturplacering:</td>
<td>Proximala 1/3</td>
<td>Mellersta 1/3</td>
<td>Distala 1/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beroende på resultaten från röntgenundersökning och MR undersökning tillfrågas patienten om att delaga i någon av nedanstående delstudie.

För att fortsätta:
Tag korrekt CRF formulär inklusive patientinformation för rätt studie beroende på vilka kriterier patienten uppfyller.

*Sätt kryss för aktuellt studie*

**Positiv Rtg för scaphoideum och positiv MR för scaphoideum**

STUDIE 1 Odislocerad midjefraktur: *Studie av skruvfixering jämfört med gips vid scaphoideumfraktur. (Studie med röd markering)*

STUDIE 2 Dislocerade och proximala frakturer: *Studie av operationsresultat av odislocerade jämfört med dislocerade och proximala scaphoideumfrakturer.*

STUDIE 3 Odislocerade distala frakturer: *Studie av gipsimmobilisering.*

**Negativ MR och negativ Rtg**

STUDIE 4 Ingen fraktur: *Studie av fri mobilisering jämfört med gipsimmobilisering. (Studie med blå markering)*

**Positiv MR för annat och negativ Rtg för scaphoideum (ev. pos för annat)**

STUDIE 5 Annan fraktur eller ledbandsskada: *Studie av annan skada hittat vid misstänkt scaphoideumfraktur.*

STUDIE 6 Scaphoideumfraktur som ej syns på primärröntgen: *Studie av gipsbehandling vid scaphoideumfraktur.*
## Appendix 2

### Artroskopiregisteringen (Handled) UMAS

**Patientnamn:**

**CPR-nr.:**

**Studie-nr.:**

### PREOPERATIV STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAUMA</th>
<th>ARBETS DIAGNOSER</th>
<th>UNDERSTRÖKNINGAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OKAND</td>
<td></td>
<td>RONTGEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1vecka</td>
<td></td>
<td>PROV. KATIONSBILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1mdr</td>
<td></td>
<td>ARTHROGRAFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3mdr</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCINTIGRAFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 6mdr</td>
<td></td>
<td>ULTRALJUD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 12mdr</td>
<td></td>
<td>CT-SCANNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 12mdr</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR-SCANNING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PEROPERATIV STATUS

**OP-DATUM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANESTESI</th>
<th>LEDVATSKA</th>
<th>PROV</th>
<th>METOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOKAL</td>
<td>INGEN</td>
<td>MIKROSKOPI</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVRA</td>
<td>SEROS</td>
<td>ODLING</td>
<td>3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLEXUS</td>
<td>BLOODIG</td>
<td>SEROLOGI</td>
<td>4-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARKOS</td>
<td>GRUMLIG</td>
<td>BIOPS</td>
<td>6R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLODSTOMHET</td>
<td>PURULENT</td>
<td>KRISTALLER</td>
<td>6U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SYNJOVALIS

**RADIOCARPALT**

- NORMAL
- RADIO-SCAPO-CAPITATE (RSC)
- LONG RADIO-LUNATE (LRL)
- SHORT RADIO-LUNATE (SRL)
- ULNO-LUNATE (UL)
- ULNO-TRIQUETRAL (UT)
- DORSAL KAPSEL (DC)

**MIDCARPALT**

- NORMAL
- RUPTUR
- GANGLION
- EJ VISUALISERAT

### DORSAL KAPSSEL

**TFCC (PALMER CLASS)**

- NORMAL
- IA. CENTRAL PERFORATION
- IB. ULNARP AVULSION
- IC. DISTAL AVGULSION
- ID. RADIAL AVGULSION
- II. DEGENERATIVA FORANDRINGAR

---

**Diagram: Dorsal capsule and TFCC (Palmer Class)**
## Intrinsisk band

**Scapho-lunära (SL)**

**Luno-triquetrale (LT)**

### Geissler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Midkarpal Artroskopi</th>
<th>Distas</th>
<th>Step-off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EJ Visualiserat</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematom/Distension</td>
<td>0-1mm</td>
<td>&lt;2mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partiell eller total rubtur</td>
<td>1-2mm</td>
<td>&lt;2mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Rubtur</td>
<td>&gt;2mm</td>
<td>&gt;2mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fraktur

- **Stabil** (testad med kroken)
- **Instabil** grad I (öppnas som en bok)
- **Instabil** grad II (skopen kan föres ner mellan fragmenten)
- **Defekt** artalt
- **Defekt** radialt

### Interponat

- **Stabil** (eller osteosyntes) JA
- **Stabil** (eller osteosyntes) OSAKERT
- **Stabil** (eller osteosyntes) NEJ

### Osteosyntes

- **Skruv** (HBS/TWINFIX)
- **Typ** (Standard, Mini)
- **Kompressionssgrad** (guld, silver)
- **Längd** (mm)
- **Annat**

### Illustration

[Diagram of hand and wrist with labels: H, C, TT, S, Tri]

### Dokumentation

- **Video** | **Radiocarpalt** | **Tumme**
- **Foto** | **Midtcarpalt** | **Annan LED**

### Fri text:

- **Fraktur**
  - **Stabil** (testad med kroken)
  - **Instabil** grad I (öppnas som en bok)
  - **Instabil** grad II (skopen kan föres ner mellan fragmenten)
  - **Defekt** artalt
  - **Defekt** radialt

- **Interponat**
  - **Stabil** (eller osteosyntes) JA
  - **Stabil** (eller osteosyntes) OSAKERT
  - **Stabil** (eller osteosyntes) NEJ

- **Osteosyntes**
  - **Skruv** (HBS/TWINFIX)
  - **Typ** (Standard, Mini)
  - **Kompressionssgrad** (guld, silver)
  - **Längd** (mm)
  - **Annat**

- **Huvuddiagnos**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Operationskoder**

- **FRI TEXT:**
Scaphoid fracture diagnostic algorithm

Proposed algorithm based on current literature and this thesis

Wrist trauma
(Fall, ball, punch or high-energy)
Male gender & sports activity increases likelihood of fracture

Radial sided wrist pain
1 of 3 indicates suspect scaphoid fracture
- Anatomical snuffbox tenderness
- Scaphoid tubercle tenderness
- Pain on longitudinal compression of thumb

Scaphoid x-rays series
Wrist PA, lateral and 2-4 Scaphoid views

\[\begin{align*}
- & \quad \text{Wrist splint} \\
+ & \quad \text{Wrist splint} \\
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{MRI scan}^* < 3 \text{ days} & \quad \text{Wrist splint} \\
\text{CT scan} < 3 \text{ days} & \quad \text{Wrist splint} \\
\text{Discharge splint} & \quad \text{Scaphoid fracture classification for treatment algorithm} \\
\end{align*}\]

*CT scan if MRI is contra-indicated or not available

Scaphoid fracture treatment algorithm

Proposed algorithm based on current literature and this thesis

**Scaphoid fracture classification based on CT**

- **Proximal third (4%)**
  - Most often non-displaced
  - AARIF or ORIF (dorsal)
  - Splint 1-2 weeks
  - CT scan at 12 weeks
  - Discharge patient when 50% union (CT at 6 weeks interval)

- **Middle third (65%)**
  - Displaced >1-1.5mm, angulated > 15° or comminuted
  - Non- or minimally-displaced
  - Scaphoid cast 6 weeks
  - CT scan at 6 weeks
  - Discharge patient when 50% union (CT at 4 weeks interval)

- **Distal third (31%)**
  - Non- or minimally-displaced
  - AARIF or ORIF
  - Splint 2-4 weeks
  - CT scan at 12 weeks
  - Discharge when 50% union (CT at 6 weeks interval)

- **Tubercle (extra-articular)**
  - Displaced
  - AARIF or ORIF
  - Splint 2-4 weeks
  - Discharge patient at 2-4 weeks

Combined and other carpal fractures individual treatment judged on potential instability (eventually by arthroscopy)

---

AARIF: arthroscopy-assisted reduction & internal fixation  ORIF: open reduction & internal fixation

---
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The Benefit of Magnetic Resonance Imaging for Patients With Posttraumatic Radial Wrist Tenderness

Peter Jørgsholm, MD, Niels O. B. Thomsen, PhD, Jack Besjakov, PhD, Sven-Olof Abrahamsson, PhD, Anders Björkman, PhD

Purpose To describe fractures revealed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in a series of skeletally mature patients with radial wrist pain after an acute injury and clinically suspected to have a scaphoid fracture. Additionally, we attempted to assess the diagnostic value of radiographs and computed tomography (CT) in patients with scaphoid and other carpal fractures verified by MRI.

Methods We conducted the study prospectively over a 3-year period on skeletally mature patients presenting at our emergency department with tenderness on the radial side of the wrist after an injury. A total of 300 wrists in 296 patients underwent clinical and radiographic examination. We performed low-field, 0.23-T MRI of all injured wrists within 3 working days from inclusion in the study. If the radiographs or MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture, we immediately carried out a supplementary 16-slice CT scan of the wrist. We calculated the sensitivity and specificity of radiographs and CT for the diagnosis of scaphoid fractures using MRI as the reference standard.

Results We diagnosed a total of 224 fractures in 196 wrists using MRI; 42% were scaphoid fractures, 15% were distal radius fractures, 6% were triquetrum fractures, and 5% were capitate fractures. The most commonly found fracture combinations were that of the scaphoid and distal radius, followed by scaphoid and capitate fracture. The sensitivity of radiographs for visualization of scaphoid fractures was 70% and the specificity was 98%. Radiographic sensitivity for other fractures was less than 60%. The sensitivity of CT for visualization of scaphoid fractures was 95%, and between 75% and 100% for other fractures.

Conclusions Low-field MRI showed a high incidence of fractures in patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and demonstrated more fractures than radiographs and CT. A scaphoid fracture was by far the most common injury. However, it is not clear whether diagnosis of subtle injuries only demonstrated on MRI improves outcomes.

(J Hand Surg 2013;38A:29–33. Copyright © 2013 by the American Society for Surgery of the Hand. All rights reserved.)

Type of study/level of evidence Diagnostic I.

Key words Carpal, CT, fracture, MRI, scaphoid.

The management of posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness is potentially complicated by the possibility of missing a scaphoid fracture, because a delay in diagnosis or inadequate treatment may result in nonunion and progressive carpal degeneration.

Posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness is present in a wide spectrum of injuries from the base of the thumb to the distal radius. These patients remain a challenge, because palpation of an injured wrist can be difficult to interpret owing to the close proximity of the anatomical
structures. A combination of clinical signs has been proposed to detect scaphoid fractures. Although they demonstrate good sensitivity to detect an injury, the specificity is not more that 75%.\(^1\) In addition, the most appropriate diagnostic modality for the detection of injuries in patients with posttraumatic wrist tenderness is not known. Different radiological modalities, such as computed tomography (CT),\(^2\) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),\(^3\) have been recommended, in addition to radiographs to establish early and definitive diagnosis. Both CT and MRI have drawbacks. Computed tomography is not recommended for use in children and pregnant women because of its high radiation, and MRI has limited availability and higher costs. Knowledge remains limited concerning both the distribution of fractures in patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and the diagnostic performance of radiographs, CT, and MRI in carpal fractures.

The primary aim of this prospective study was to describe the fracture epidemiology revealed by MRI in a series of skeletally mature patients with radial wrist pain after acute trauma and clinically suspected to have a scaphoid fracture. In addition, we assessed the diagnostic value of radiographs and CT in patients with scaphoid and other carpal fractures verified by MRI.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patients**

Over a 3-year period (2004–2007), we asked skeletally mature patients presenting at our emergency department with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness to participate in the study. The regional ethics committee approved the study design and we obtained written consent.

The inclusion criterion was that the patient experienced tenderness on the radial side of the wrist after an injury. We based the selection on an interview and physical examination, which included testing for tenderness along the anatomical snuffbox and at the scaphoid tubercle and for radial-sided wrist pain by pressing the thumb longitudinally. Exclusion criteria were age under 18 years (\(n = 89\)) and a delay of more than 14 days from injury to MRI (\(n = 34\)). A total of 317 patients met the eligibility criteria. However, 15 patients declined to participate in the study, 3 patients were lost because of logistical or technical problems, and 3 patients with perilunate dislocation were operated on immediately without MRI and were not asked to participate. Thus, the study group was composed of 296 patients (300 wrists) with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness.

**Imaging**

Patients were referred from the emergency department for wrist and scaphoid radiographs. Regardless of the result, we scheduled MRI of the injured wrist and performed it within 3 working days from inclusion in the study. If the radiographs or MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture, we immediately carried out a supplementary CT scan of the wrist.

We took radiographs of the wrist in dorsovolar and lateral projections with an additional 4 views of the scaphoid.

We used a 0.23-T low-field MRI unit (Proview; Marconi Medicals Systems, Vantaa, Finland) for MRI of the wrist with a dedicated small joint coil and the following study protocol: coronal short tau inversion recovery (STIR), 3-mm slice thickness; coronal T1 field echo 3-dimensional, 2-mm slice thickness; axial T1 fast spin-echo, 3.5-mm slice thickness; and sagittal T1 field echo 3-dimensional, 2-mm slice thickness.

We used a 16-slice CT scanner (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) for CT scanning. We obtained a scout view before the scan. Axial sections of 0.6-mm-thick slices were obtained with 1- or 2-mm-thick reconstructions in the coronal and capital planes defined by the long axis of the scaphoid as well as the creation of a 3-dimensional image of the wrist.

On the radiographs, a fracture was defined as a break in the continuity of bone. Criteria for fracture on CT images were the presence of a sharp lucent line within the trabecular bone, a break in the continuity of the cortex, a sharp step in the cortex, or a dislocation of bone fragments.\(^4\) We considered MRI images to be positive for a fracture when cortical and trabecular fractures were present, causing intramedullary hyperintensity on the STIR as well as intramedullary hypointensity on T1-weighted images extending to the cortices.\(^5,6\) We diagnosed bone marrow edema when only a zone of diffusely increased signal intensity on STIR images\(^7\) was present.

The same senior musculoskeletal radiologist (J.B.) evaluated all examinations.

**Statistical analysis**

We calculated sensitivity and specificity, with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the radiographs and for CT (only sensitivity) by means of standard formulas. We used MRI as the reference standard for comparison.

**RESULTS**

We carried out MRI within a mean of 3 days (range, 0–14 d; median, 2 d) from injury in 296 patients (179
men and 117 women, with a mean age of 39 y [range, 18–92 y; median, 33 y]).

Using MRI as the diagnostic reference standard, we found 224 fractures in 196 of the 300 investigated wrists. An isolated scaphoid fracture was shown in 107 wrists, and a scaphoid fracture in association with other fractures was found in 18 wrists. Thus, MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture in 42% of the investigated wrists with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness. Furthermore, in 71 wrists (23%), MRI demonstrated other fractures. The 224 fractures included 170 fractures of carpals, 44 distal radius fractures, and 10 fractures of the metacarpal base. Figure 1 shows the detailed fracture distribution. The most commonly observed fracture combination was scaphoid and distal radius fractures (n = 10) (Fig. 2), followed by combined fracture of the scaphoid and the capitate (n = 7). In 1 case, a scaphoid fracture diagnosed on radiographs was seen in combination with fractures of the capitate, triquetrum, radial styloid, and metacarpal, none of which were visible on the radiographs. Magnetic resonance imaging showed 9 wrists (3%) with bone edema, located primarily in the scaphoid (n = 4) and the capitate (n = 2).

In none of the patients did radiographs show signs of scapholunate dissociation measured by an increased scapholunate joint space (≥ 5 mm) or an increased scapholunate angle (≥ 60°).

A comparison of radiographs with MRI showed that 121 of the 224 fractures could be diagnosed by x-rays alone, corresponding to an overall 54% sensitivity. Sensitivity in the diagnosis of scaphoid fractures reached 70%, for triquetrum fractures reached 59%, and for distal radius fractures reached 43%. Sensitivity for other carpal fractures was poor (Table 1). Radiographs showed 3 false-positive scaphoid fractures among the 175 negatives according to MRI, resulting in a specificity of 98% (95% CI 95% to 100%).

We performed a CT scan in 122 of the 125 wrists that were MRI positive for a scaphoid fracture. Thus, we performed supplementary CT in 4 of 6 hamate, 9 of 44 distal radius, and 8 of 14 capitate fractures. Using CT imaging, it was possible to visualize 116 scaphoid fractures corresponding to 95% sensitivity (95%, CI 91% to 97%), all hamate fractures (100% sensitivity; 95%, CI 40% to 100%), 7 distal radius fractures (78% sensitivity; 95%, CI 40% to 97%), and 6 capitate fractures (75% sensitivity, 95%, CI 35% to 97%).

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated a high incidence of carpal fractures as well as distal radius and metacarpal fractures in patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness. The variety of fractures revealed probably resulted from a common trauma mechanism involving a fall onto an outstretched hand. The overall distribution of fractures is in agree-
ment with earlier epidemiological studies and reports on carpal fractures.\textsuperscript{7–10}

Delayed diagnosis and treatment of the most common carpal fracture—the scaphoid fracture—is a matter of concern because of the risk for nonunion and degenerative changes. The true incidence of scaphoid fracture in patients with acute wrist injury presenting with clinical signs suggestive of scaphoid fracture has been reported to range from 15% to 26%,\textsuperscript{1,8} based on initial radiographs and follow-up radiographs at 10 to 14 days. This is in clear contrast to the incidence found in our study, which was as high as 42%. There are several reasons for this discrepancy. Our results are based on MRI findings and not radiographs alone, which have a lower sensitivity for detection of scaphoid fractures than MRI, as we have shown in this study. The results from earlier MRI studies are not comparable with ours because those studies were performed on patients with suspected scaphoid fracture—that is, patients in whom there was a clinical suspicion of scaphoid fracture, but whose initial radiographs were negative and thus did not include fractures detected on initial radiographs.\textsuperscript{11,12} As part of an epidemiological investigation, we explored posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and not solely scaphoid fractures. Therefore, we included all cases regardless of findings on the initial radiographs.

We found 1 or more additional fractures in 14% of the wrists diagnosed as having a scaphoid fracture. The incidence of capititate fractures was higher than previously described, and it was the most common carpal fracture to occur in association with a scaphoid fracture. Fenton\textsuperscript{13} popularized the view that a scaphocapitate fracture syndrome occurs when the capititate impacts on the dorsal rim of the radius. Although a capititate fracture-dislocation is rare, it is clear that a hyperextension injury to the wrist can cause a nondisplaced capititate fracture. In such cases, associated scapholunate ligament injury should be suspected, according to Mayfield et al.\textsuperscript{14} We detected the capititate fractures in our study mainly using MRI. We found the sensitivity when using radiographs (7%) to be substantially lower than using CT (75%). The improved ability of MRI to visualize trabecular fracture patterns could explain these differences.\textsuperscript{15} In this study, we used a low-field MRI scanner and a first-generation multi (16)-slice CT scanner. High-field strength MRI equipment, which is standard in most hospitals today, offers major advantages for musculoskeletal imaging compared with the low-field MRI equipment used in this study.\textsuperscript{16} The better signal-to-noise ratio in high-field scanners can be used to obtain superior imaging of cartilage, ligaments, and soft tissue lesions. However, high-field scanners have not been clearly shown to be required for diagnosis of carpal fractures because fracture edema is easily detectable on a 0.23-T scanner. Today, 64 and 128 multi-slice CT scanners are standard equipment in many institutions. They offer several advantages over a 16-slice CT scanner in detecting carpal pathology.

The results of MRI depend largely on the paradigm for the investigation. To assess a fast protocol that could easily be implemented in daily practice, Beeres et al\textsuperscript{12} performed only coronal MRI with a relatively large field of view. However, in our experience this type of investigation is unreliable because of the risk of false-negative results, which can be avoided by performing additional MRI views or sequences.

Although we did not include 3 patients with perilunate dislocation, it is interesting that the radiographs did not demonstrate scapholunate dissociation in any of the included patients. We chose not to report on suspected lesions of intrinsic ligaments or the triangular fibrocartilage complex based on MRI because of the low-field equipment used and the fact that no reference standard, such as arthroscopy, was available in all cases. However, we know from a study we published earlier\textsuperscript{17} that some patients with nondisplaced scaphoid fractures actually had a complete scapholunate ligament rupture. This confirmed our clinical experience that scapholunate dissociation is rarely demonstrated on radiographs in the initial phase after traumatic rupture.

The strength of our study is that it represents a large prospective cohort. A more reliable comparison between MRI and CT might have been provided had CT been performed on all patients. The best diagnostic reference standard is debatable,\textsuperscript{18} but we believe that using our definition for MRI in diagnosing a fracture

### TABLE 1. Sensitivity of Plain Radiographs Compared With MRI in Suspected Scaphoid Fractures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MRI (n)</th>
<th>Plain radiographs (n)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scaphoid</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>70% (61–78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triquetrum</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59% (33–82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Radius</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>43% (28–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30% (7–65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25% (0.6–81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitate</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7% (0.2–34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0% (0.0–46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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will provide few false-positive results. We acknowledge the difficulties in distinguishing bone edema from fracture. Nevertheless, in a previously published study, we used a specific arthroscopic protocol to verify MRI fracture signs and subtle unicortical lines seen on CT, and we were unable to demonstrate false-positive findings to indicate bone bruise instead of a fracture.

An important question is whether all fractures described in this study needed treatment and if diagnosing them was beneficial for the patient or led to overprotection and overtreatment of injuries that would have healed well without treatment. Some fractures described in this study would likely have healed without specific treatment. However, we believe that a better understanding of the epidemiology of posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and improved knowledge of the optimal diagnostic modality for this patient group provide the treating doctor with good possibilities to administer the best treatment for the patient, whether it is advanced surgical procedures or no treatment at all. Furthermore, it is valuable to explain long-term symptoms in patients when radiographs are normal, and there is a potential advantage in being able to rule out a fracture by MRI, because the patient would then avoid unnecessary immobilization while waiting for repeated examination and radiographs.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose To describe fractures revealed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in a prospective pediatric population with radial wrist tenderness after an acute injury and clinically suspected to have a scaphoid fracture. Additionally, we assess the diagnostic value of radiographs and computed tomography (CT) in children and adolescents with scaphoid and other carpal fractures verified by MRI.

Methods During 2004 to 2007 all patients, below the age of 18 years presenting at our emergency department with tenderness on the radial side of the wrist after an injury, were included in the study. A total of 90 wrists in 89 patients (57 males and 32 females) underwent clinical and radiographic examination. A low-field, 0.23T MRI was performed of all injured wrists within 3 working days from inclusion in the study. If the radiographs or MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture, a supplementary 16-slice CT scan of the wrist was carried out immediately. The sensitivity and specificity of radiographs and CT for the diagnosis of scaphoid fractures was calculated using MRI as reference standard.

Results A total of 74 fractures were diagnosed in 61 out of 90 wrists using MRI; 53% of the wrists had a scaphoid fracture, 9% a distal radius fracture, 8% a capitate fracture and 3% a triquetrum fracture. The most common fracture combination was that of the scaphoid and capitate. The sensitivity of radiographs for visualization of scaphoid fractures was 54% and the specificity was 100%. Radiographic sensitivity for other fractures was less than 50%. The sensitivity of CT for visualization of scaphoid fractures was 96% and between 33% and 100% for other fractures.

Conclusions MRI showed a high incidence of fractures in pediatric patients with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and demonstrated more fractures than radiographs and CT. A scaphoid fracture was by far the most common carpal injury, followed by a fracture of the capitate.

Type of study/level of evidence Diagnostic study, level I.
INTRODUCTION

Carpal fractures in children, age under 16 years, are rare, comprising about 1% of all childhood fractures compared with fractures of the adjacent distal radius which count for 27% of all fractures [1]. Among carpal fractures a scaphoid fractures is the most common but it represents only 5% of all childhood hand and carpal fractures [1].

The management of suspected scaphoid injury in a pediatric population (age under 18 years) has largely been based on current knowledge on similar injuries in adults for which there is no clear evidence. There are important differences between the pediatric and adult patient. The clinical picture in a pediatric patient is often more difficult to interpret. Point tenderness in the anatomical snuffbox is sometimes not obvious and the young patient often finds it difficult to separate the location of pain on the radial side of the wrist and carpus [2, 3]. The immature skeleton is softer and one rarely see the typical transverse fracture of the carpal bones but rather a buckle fracture [4].

Pediatric scaphoid fractures are believed to mainly involve the distal pole as the ossification pattern of the scaphoid proceeds from distal to proximal [5-7]. However, recent studies on epidemiology [8, 9] have shown a fracture pattern more similar to what is found in the skeletal mature patient. Thus, at present it is thought that waist fractures represent two-thirds of all scaphoid fractures in children older than 10 years whereas distal pole fractures are more common in those younger than 10 years [9].

The optimal diagnostic modality for the detection of wrist injuries in the pediatric patient with posttraumatic radial tenderness and a suspected scaphoid fracture is not known [10]. Standard radiographic evaluation, including four views, is the first line of investigation. Radiographs alone are not enough to rule out a scaphoid fracture [11, 12]. The second line of investigations such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been recommended to establish early and definitive diagnosis [11]. CT is easily available and the examination is fast,
however the child is exposed to radiation [13]. MRI has proven useful in assessing adult patients with posttraumatic radial wrist pain [14] and is advocated as the most reliable diagnostic modality in children with suspected scaphoid fractures [11]. However, MRI has limited availability and higher costs compared to radiographs and CT. Most previous studies on children and adolescents with posttraumatic radial sided wrist pain have been based on radiographs while modern imaging techniques have been selected only in cases where the initial radiographs were normal. Thus, knowledge remains limited concerning both the incidence and distribution of fractures in children with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness. Furthermore the diagnostic performance of radiographs, CT and MRI in pediatric carpal fractures is not known.

The primary aim of this study was to describe fracture epidemiology revealed by MRI in patients less than 18 years of age with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and clinically suspected to have a scaphoid fracture. As a secondary aim we assessed the diagnostic performance of radiographs and CT on patients with carpal fractures verified by MRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

Over a 3-year period (01.03.2004-28.02.2007) all patients presenting at our emergency department with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness were asked to participate in the study. The regional ethics committee approved the study design (LU 459-03) and written consent was obtained.

The inclusion criterion was age under 18 years and tenderness on the radial side of the wrist after an injury. The selection was based on an interview and physical examination. The physical examination included testing for tenderness along the anatomical snuffbox and at the scaphoid tubercle and for radial-sided wrist pain by pressing the thumb longitudinally. Exclusion criteria
were age $\geq$ 18 years and a delay of more than 14 days from injury to MRI. One patient was excluded due to a perilunar injury and one patient declined to have a MRI investigation. A total of 89 patients met the eligibility criteria corresponding to 90 wrists with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness.

**Imaging**

The patients were referred from the emergency department for wrist and scaphoid radiographs. Regardless of the result, MRI of the injured wrist was scheduled and performed within 3 working days from inclusion in the study. If the radiographs or MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture, a supplementary CT scan of the wrist was performed immediately.

Radiographs of the wrist in posteroanterior (PA) and lateral projections were taken with an additional 4 views of the scaphoid (posteroanterior with ulnar deviation, with the central beam angled 10° cranially, 10° caudally, 20° ulnarly and 20° radially).

A 0.23 Tesla low-field MRI unit was used (Proview, Marconi Medicals Systems, Vantaa, Finland) for MRI of the wrist with a dedicated small joint coil and the following study protocol: coronal short tau inversion recovery (STIR), 3 mm slice thickness; coronal T1 field echo 3-dimensional (FE3D), 2 mm slice thickness; axial T1 fast spin-echo (FSE), 3.5 mm slice thickness; and sagittal T1 field echo 3-dimensional (FE3D), 2 mm slice thickness.

A 16-slice CT scanner (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) was used for the CT scanning. The patient was placed prone with the hand to be examined above the head (superman position). A scout view was obtained before the scan. Axial sections of 0.6 mm thick slices were obtained with 1 or 2 mm thick reconstructions in the coronal and capital planes defined by the long axis of the scaphoid as well as the creation of a 3-dimensional image of the wrist. The radiation dose was calculated to approximately 0.02 mSv, (equivalent to 7 days of background radiation).
On the radiographs, a fracture was defined as a break in the continuity of bone. The epiphyses were considered open when the 1st metacarpal had a visible fully open epiphyseal line on the PA projection on the radiographs and closed when 1st metacarpal epiphyseal line was closed. The criteria for fracture on CT images were the presence of a sharp lucent line within the trabecular bone, a breakage in the continuity of the cortex, a sharp step in the cortex, or a dislocation of bone fragments [15]. MRI was considered positive for a fracture when cortical and trabecular fractures were present, causing intramedullary hyperintensity on the STIR as well as intramedullary hypointensity on T1-weighted images extending to the cortices [16, 17]. Bone marrow edema was diagnosed when only a zone of diffusely increased signal intensity on STIR images [15] was present.

The same senior musculoskeletal radiologist (JB) evaluated all the examinations.

**Statistical analysis**

Sensitivity and specificity with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for proportions, were calculated using the exact method by Clopper-Pearson [18] for the radiographs and for CT (only sensitivity). MRI was used as the reference standard for the comparison.

**RESULTS**

MRI was carried out within a mean of 3 days (range, 0-14; median 2) from injury in 89 patients (57 males and 32 females, with a mean age of 13.4 years (range, 8-17; median 14)). Using MRI as the reference standard we found 74 fractures in 61 (68%) of the 90 investigated wrists. An isolated scaphoid fracture was seen in 38 wrists, and a scaphoid fracture in association with other fractures was found in 10 wrists. Thus, MRI revealed a scaphoid fracture in 53% of the investigated wrists with posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness. Furthermore, in 13 wrists (14%) MRI demonstrated other fractures.
The 74 fractures included 48 scaphoid fractures, 12 fractures of other carpal bones, 8 distal radius fractures, and 6 fractures of the metacarpal base (Fig 1). The most commonly observed fracture combination was a scaphoid and a capitate fracture (N=5) (Fig. 2) followed by combined fracture of the scaphoid and the distal radius (N=3) and scaphoid and triquetrum (N=2). In one case a metacarpal fracture diagnosed on radiographs was seen in combination with fractures of the capitate, hamate, and trapezoid, none of which were visible on the radiographs. MRI showed one wrist with bone edema, located in the capitate.

**FIG. 1:** Distribution of 74 fractures in 90 wrists diagnosed by MRI.  

**FIG. 2:** Distribution of concomitant fractures of the scaphoid, capitate and distal radius in 90 injured wrists.
A comparison of radiographs with MRI showed that 34 of the 74 fractures could be diagnosed by radiographs alone, corresponding to an overall sensitivity of 46%. Sensitivity in the diagnosis of scaphoid fractures reached 54%, distal radius fractures 50%, metacarpal fractures 50% and triquetral fractures 33%. Sensitivity for other carpal fractures was poor (Table 1). Radiographs showed no false positive scaphoid fractures according to MRI, resulting in a specificity of 100% (95% CI 92-100%).

A CT scan was performed in 45 of the 48 wrists that were MRI-positive for a scaphoid fracture. Three scaphoid fractures did not have the scheduled CT scan for administrative reasons. Thus, CT was performed in 6 out of 7 capitate fractures, 3 out of 8 distal radius fractures and 2 out of 6 metacarpal fractures. Using CT it was possible to visualize 43 scaphoid fractures corresponding to 96% sensitivity, 4 capitate fractures (67% sensitivity), 3 distal radius fractures (100% sensitivity) and 1 metacarpal fractures (50% sensitivity) (Table 2).

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scaphoid</th>
<th>Distal radius</th>
<th>Capitate</th>
<th>Metacarpal</th>
<th>Triquetrum</th>
<th>Hamate</th>
<th>Trapezoid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI (n)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain radiographs (n)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (95% CI)</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scaphoid</th>
<th>Distal radius</th>
<th>Capitate</th>
<th>Metacarpal</th>
<th>Triquetrum</th>
<th>Hamate</th>
<th>Trapezoid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI (n)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (95% CI)</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The anatomic distribution of all 48 scaphoid fractures, detected on MRI, is summarized in Figure 3A. Twenty-five scaphoid fractures (52%) were localized in the waist and 22 in the distal pole (46%) and one in the proximal pole (2%). The fracture pattern in patients with open physes varied from those in patients with closed physes, but not significantly (p>0.05). In skeletal immature patients (open 1st metacarpal physes) distal and waist fractures were equal common and no proximal fractures were found (Fig. 3B). In patients with closed 1st metacarpal physes waist fractures were the most common fracture (Fig. 3C).


**DISCUSSION**

In this study we show that carpal fractures are common among children and adolescents attending hospital due to posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness. A scaphoid fracture is the most common carpal fracture (80%) followed by a capitate fracture (12%). 2/3 of the attending patients have a hand or wrist fracture. We also show that radiographs have a poor diagnostic performance in detecting carpal fractures whereas CT has a good diagnostic performance in detecting radius, scaphoid and some, but not all carpal fractures.

The carpal bones have an individual and progressive ossification, starting in the capitate and
hamate, through triquetrum and lunatum, scaphoid, trapezium and trapezoid and finally the pisiforme. The ossification pattern of the scaphoid proceeds from distal to proximal. It is said to terminate at 15 years and 3 months in boys and at 13 years and 4 months in girls [19] with a wide span [20]. The 1st metacarpal has a simultaneous ossification as the scaphoid and is a good indicator on scaphoid maturity [19]. Which carpal bone is likely to fracture and the way that it fractures will depend on the degree of ossification. The capitate is the first carpal bone to ossify [19], which might explain why we find 10% of the fractures to be capitate fractures in the present study compared to 6% among adults [14].

In the skeletal immature patients (open physes) we find distal and waist scaphoid fractures equally common (Fig. 3B). Gholson et al [9] found more than twice as many waist fractures as distal fractures (68%/26%) in patients with open physes. Whether these patients had open physes in distal radius/ulna or 1st metacarpal is not fully clear. Furthermore the study had a limited use of MRI and the overall study population was somewhat older than the present. This might be an explanatory factor to the discrepancy.

The actual study differs from most previous studies as we investigated all patients with posttraumatic radial sided wrist pain with a MRI and not only those, which had a normal radiograph [2, 21].

In an earlier study from our institution analyzing the adult population [14] we found a similar frequency of fractures in general (68% in children and 65% in adults) but a higher frequency of scaphoid fractures (53% versus 42%). In the above mentioned study in skeletal mature patients [14] radiographs detected 70% of scaphoid fractures and 7% of capitare fractures. In this present study the radiographic performance in detecting scaphoid fractures are only 54% and 0% to detect capitare fractures. It seems as if carpal fractures in children and adolescents are difficult to visualize on radiographs. This leads us to suggest that it is even more important in a pediatric patient with
posttraumatic radial wrist tenderness and negative radiography to proceed to a second line investigation. Approximately one-third of children (<16 years) with clinically suspected scaphoid fracture will not become radiographically evident until follow-up at two weeks [3, 22]. Scaphoid non-unions are a concern in the pediatric population (< 18 years) as almost one-third present late with non-unions and these fractures have a poor prognosis if not operated [9].

We see one or more additional fractures in 20% of the wrists diagnosed as having a scaphoid fracture. A Capitate fractures is the most common carpal fracture to occur in association with a scaphoid fracture. We find the sensitivity to detect a capitate fracture when using radiographs to be poor (0%) but still surprisingly low when using CT (67%). Today 64 and 128 multi-slice CT scanners are standard equipment in many institutions. They offer several advantages over the 16-slice CT scanner used in this study and may have increased the diagnostic performance in detecting other carpal fractures.

A concern in CT investigations in the pediatric patient is the radiation load. Nevertheless, we find that CT projections with the arms above the head (superman position) will keep the radiation dose to a minimum [23].

We used a low-field, 0.23T, MR scanner but today high field scanners are standard at most hospitals. They offer a better signal to noise ratio and provide improved images although high field scanners have not proven superior in detecting carpal fractures as the fracture edema is easily detected on a 0.23 T scanner. As a MRI investigation requires that the patient do not move during the procedure, children can be challenging to examine. After all, we had a scanning time of 12-15 minutes and none of the pediatric patients aborted the examination or needed sedation and all acquired examinations were of a good diagnostic quality.

The strength of our study is that it represents a large prospective cohort. A more reliable comparison between MRI and CT may have been provided had CT been performed on all patients.
The best diagnostic reference standard is debatable [24], but we find, when using our definition for MRI in diagnosing a scaphoid fracture will provide few false positive results. In a previously published study including adolescents [25] an arthroscopic protocol was used to verify MRI scaphoid fracture signs and subtle unicortical lines seen on CT, and we were unable to demonstrate false positive findings to indicate bone bruise instead of fracture. In children a high T2 signal has been reported in the carpus during growth with a maximum around 7-11 years of age which theoretically could produce false positive results in this age group [26].

Detecting scaphoid fractures in children and adolescents is important in order to avoid development of nonunion and degenerative changes. However the question is whether all fractures described in this study needed treatment and if diagnosing them were beneficial for the patient. Some fractures described in this study would likely have healed without specific treatment. Never the less, we believe that a better understanding of the epidemiology of the pediatric patient attending with symptoms suggestive of scaphoid fracture is important. Improved knowledge of the optimal diagnostic modality for this patient group would provide the treating doctor with the best possibility to chose the optimal treatment for the patient. Finally there is a an potential advantage in being able to rule out a fracture by MRI, as the patient will avoid unnecessary immobilization while waiting for repeated examinations and radiographs with inevitable accumulated radiation.

In conclusion MRI in pediatric patients with clinically sign of a scaphoid fracture will diagnose many fractures in the radial side of the hand and wrist not seen on plain radiographs.
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Paper III
The Incidence of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Ligament Injuries in Scaphoid Waist Fractures

Peter Jørgsholm, MD, Niels O. B. Thomsen, PhD, Anders Björkman, PhD, Jack Besjakov, PhD, Sven-Olof Abrahamsson, PhD

Purpose To determine the incidence of associated intrinsic and extrinsic ligament injuries in patients with a nondisplaced or displaced scaphoid waist fracture.

Methods During a 3-year period, a study of all scaphoid fractures was performed at our institution. Diagnosis was confirmed by plain radiographs, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging. A 3-part anatomic classification was used to categorize the scaphoid fractures. The study population comprised 40 patients with 41 scaphoid waist fractures who had wrist arthroscopy for treatment and evaluation of the scaphoid fracture and associated carpal injuries.

Results We observed fresh intrinsic ligament injuries in 34 of 41 wrists. In 29 cases, the scapholunate ligament was injured, with complete rupture occurring in 10 wrists. The lunotriquetral ligament was injured in 8 wrists, and the triangular fibrocartilage complex was injured in 11 wrists. Statistically, the number of intrinsic ligament injuries did not differ between nondisplaced and displaced scaphoid fractures (p > .30).

Conclusions In this study of acute scaphoid waist fractures, the overall incidence of associated ligament injuries was surprisingly high, at 34 of 41 wrists. Complete scapholunate ligament rupture was found in 10 of 41 wrists. This incidence is higher than previously reported and emphasizes the need for careful assessment of the intrinsic and extrinsic ligaments, particularly the scapholunate ligament, before deciding on treatment. (J Hand Surg 2010;35A:368–374. Copyright © 2010 by the American Society for Surgery of the Hand. All rights reserved.)

Key words Arthroscopy, intrinsic ligament injury, scaphoid fracture, scapholunate ligament injury.

Most scaphoid fractures are traditionally treated with cast immobilization. The influence of surgical and technological developments, combined with an increasing demand from young and active patients, has moved treatment toward surgical fixation and early mobilization. One of the latest techniques involves arthroscopic-assisted, percutaneous screw fixation.1 During an arthroscopic procedure, the surgeon can also assess concurrent intrinsic and extrinsic ligament injuries, as these injuries can be difficult to diagnose clinically or radiographically.2 A concomitant ligamentous injury represents a potentially more serious injury and can affect the management and clinical outcome of the scaphoid fracture.3

Previously, the accepted view has been that a nondisplaced scaphoid fracture would effectively exclude the occurrence of an associated scapholunate (SL) ligament injury.4,5 although such a simultaneous occurrence has been described in high-energy perilunate fracture–dislocations.6–10 Other studies have described the occurrence of SL ligament tears in association with...
isolated scaphoid fractures.\textsuperscript{8–10} Some of these studies relied on standard, static, radiographic investigations\textsuperscript{11,12} based on whether SL dissociation or dorsal intercalated segment instability was present and, in 1 study, on the appearance of the SL ligament during volar surgical approach.\textsuperscript{13} Two recent arthroscopic studies have reported a higher percentage of concomitant scaphoid fracture and SL ligament injury, leading the authors to question the previously accepted pathomechanism of wrist injuries.\textsuperscript{3,14} These 2 reports, however, rely either on retrospective data or only partly on arthroscopic findings.

The purpose of our study was to determine the incidence, as determined arthroscopically, of associated intrinsic and extrinsic ligament injuries in a series of patients with displaced or nondisplaced scaphoid waist fractures.

\section*{MATERIALS AND METHODS}

\subsection*{Patients}

During a 3-year period (2004–2007), all patients presenting to our emergency unit with a suspected scaphoid fracture were asked to participate in a scaphoid study. The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of Lund University, and all patients gave their written consent to participate. A total of 217 consecutive scaphoid fractures were diagnosed by means of clinical examination, plain radiographs, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and computed tomography (CT). All 3 diagnostic imaging modalities were used for all patients. Nineteen patients were excluded either because they had an associated perilunate dislocation \( (n=4) \) or because they declined to participate in the study \( (n=15) \). The remaining 198 scaphoid fractures were categorized according to whether they were proximal, middle third, or distal, based on plain radiographs and CT scans. We found 125 distal third (distal), 67 middle third (waist), and 6 proximal third (proximal) scaphoid fractures. Only those patients with confirmed fracture of the waist region were enrolled in the study \( (n=67) \). Fifteen patients had displaced waist fractures \( (>1 \text{~mm~dislocation~or~diastasis~and/or~} >15^\circ \text{~volar~angulation}) \) as seen on their CT scan, and all were included. As part of another study, 52 patients with nondisplaced waist fractures were randomized to receive either surgical or nonsurgical treatment. Twenty-six patients with nondisplaced waist fractures were randomized to arthroscopic surgery. Forty patients with displaced and nondisplaced waist fractures were enrolled in our prospective database, which included a patient questionnaire. Gender, age, activity when injured (sport, traffic, work, or other), type of injury (fall, blow, or other), pathomechanism (extension, flexion, or other), and high-energy trauma, defined as a fall from more than 1 m of height,\textsuperscript{15} were recorded. Finally, 41 wrists had arthroscopy and were included in this study (Fig. 1).

\subsection*{Radiology}

Conventional plain radiographic films (AXIOM Aristos FX; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) of the wrist in dorsovolar and lateral projections were obtained, with an additional 4 views of the scaphoid bone. A 16-slice CT scanner (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) was used. A scout view was obtained before the scan. Axial sections of 0.6-mm thick slices were obtained with 1- or 2-mm-thick reconstructions in the coronal and sagittal planes, and 3-dimensional images were also obtained.

For MRI of the wrist, a 0.23-T, low-field MRI unit was used (Proview; Marconi Medical Systems, Vantaa, Finland) with a dedicated small joint coil and the following study protocol: coronal short tau inversion recovery, 3 mm slice thickness; coronal T1 field echo 3-dimensional, 2 mm slice thickness; axial T1 fast spin-echo, 3.5 mm slice thickness; and sagittal T1 field echo 3-dimensional, 2 mm slice thickness.

All examinations were evaluated by the same senior musculoskeletal radiologist (J.B.), and a fracture was defined as a breakage in the continuity of bone. We regarded an MRI as positive for a fracture of the scaphoid if the short tau inversion sequences presented with intramedullary hyperintensity in the scaphoid zone and if the T1-weighted sequences were seen with a in-
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The fracture type was defined according to whether the major part (>50%) of the fracture line was situated in the proximal, middle, or distal third of the bone. This was applied to the radiographic oblique view in which the scaphoid had the maximum length, supplemented with the information obtained in the 3-dimensional reconstructions of the CT scans.

Surgical procedure

A protocol for arthroscopic evaluation was designed to facilitate uniform reporting. The different ligaments were defined on a figure, and the surgeon had the option of making his own drawings on a schematic view of a left or right wrist. The SL and lunotriquetral (LT) ligament injuries were categorized according to Geissler (Table 1). The triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) injuries were categorized according to Palmer. Injuries to the volar extrinsic ligaments and to the dorsal capsule were categorized as hemorrhage, partial tear, or complete rupture. The volar extrinsic ligaments investigated were the radioscaphocapitate ligament, the long radiolunate ligament, and the short radiolunate ligament, together with the ulnolunate and the ulnotriquetral ligament.

Arthroscopy was performed under axillary block or general anesthesia with a tourniquet on the upper arm and the hand in a vertical traction tower (Parko, Kerteminde, Denmark). Using fingertraps on the index and long fingers, 5 kg of traction was applied. A 1.9-mm or 2.7-mm arthroscope (Smith & Nephew, Andover, MA) was used in combination with a motorized shaver (Apex small joint shaver; Linvatec, Largo, FL) to clear the joint of blood, debris, and synovitis. The standard 3–4 and 4–5 intercompartmental portals and the 6R (radial) and 6U (ulnar) on each side of sixth compartment were used in the radiocarpal joint. In the midcarpal joint, the standard radial and ulnar portals were used and, in some cases, supplemented with the scaphotrapeziotrapezoid joint portal; no volar portals were used. An image intensifier (Fluoroscan; Hologic, Bedford, MA) was used in all procedures.

All surgical procedures were performed by 1 of the authors (P.J., N.T., or A.B.). The senior author (P.J.) performed the surgery in 27 cases and assisted in 10 cases. The other 2 authors (N.T. and A.B.) performed 10 and 4 cases, each with assistance of the senior author in 7 and 3 cases, respectively. The responsible surgeon completed the arthroscopic protocol.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using statistical software (StatXact-6; Cytel Software Corp., Cambridge, MA), with a p value <.05 being regarded as statistically significant. Fisher’s exact test was used to investigate differences in the prevalence of various types of ligament injuries for various fracture types. We also calculated prevalence ratios (PRs) and exact 95% confidence intervals (CIs). An exact test was used, based on the binomial distribution, to test whether the prevalence of selected (binary) outcomes such as high-energy trauma, differed significantly from 50%. Finally the Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the number of ligament injuries with scaphoid fracture displacement, concomitant fractures, and high-energy trauma.

RESULTS

Arthroscopic surgery was performed on 41 scaphoid waist fractures in 40 patients (30 men and 10 women) at a mean age of 32 years (range, 14–71 y; median, 27 y) within a mean of 11 days (range, 2–65 d; median, 7 d) after injury. The most common mechanism of injury was a fall (36/41), and the positioning of the wrist was reported to be in extension by 25/41. Many injuries occurred during sporting activities (17/41) such as playing soccer, skateboarding, or snowboarding. In 14 wrists, the patients had sustained a high-energy trauma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Attenuation or hemorrhage of interosseous ligament as seen from radiocarpal space. No incongruence of carpal alignment in midcarpal space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attenuation or hemorrhage of interosseous ligament as seen from radiocarpal space. Incongruence or stepoff of carpal space. There might be a slight gap (less than width of probe) between carpal bones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Incongruence or stepoff of carpal alignment as seen from both radiocarpal and midcarpal space. Probe can be passed through gap between carpal bones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Incongruence or stepoff of carpal alignment as seen from both radiocarpal and midcarpal space. There is gross instability with manipulation. A 2.7-mm arthroscope can be passed through gap between carpal bones.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall, 34 wrists had injuries to 1 or more intrinsic ligaments (Fig. 2).

At arthroscopy, we found SL ligament injuries in 29 wrists, of which 10 had a complete tear (Geissler grade 4; Table 2). The overall number of SL ligament injuries did not differ between nondisplaced and displaced fractures (p>0.30). No significant difference could be demonstrated between the severity of the SL ligament injury (Geissler grade 1–2 vs Geissler grade 3–4) and scaphoid fracture displacement (p>0.30). In the partial SL ligament tears, the injuries were found in the dorsal component in 17 of 19 wrists. The location of 2 partial SL tears was not recorded.

We found partial LT ligament injury in 8 wrists (Table 3). There was no difference in the number of LT ligament injuries between nondisplaced and displaced fractures (p>0.30). When comparing the number of minor ligament injuries (Geissler grade 1–2) with that of major ligament injuries (Geissler grade 3–4), no significant differences could be found between scaphoid fracture displacement and the severity of LT ligament injury (p>0.30).

In 11 wrists, we observed acute traumatic tear to the TFCC (Palmer 1), and in 1 wrist, we found degenerative changes (Palmer 2). Six wrists had Palmer 1A injuries, and 5 had Palmer 1D injuries. The number of injuries did not differ between nondisplaced and displaced fractures (6/25 vs 5/16; PR=1.3; 95% CI=0.41–4.1; p>0.30).

Nine wrists had injuries to their volar extrinsic ligaments. However, we found only 9 minor injuries, such as hemorrhages or partial tears, and none with complete rupture. The number of volar extrinsic ligament injuries did not differ between nondisplaced and displaced fractures (6/25 vs 3/16; PR=1.3; 95% CI=0.37–9.4; p>0.30).

Of a total of 16 injuries to the dorsal capsule, 8 wrists had a rupture of the entire dorsal capsule, 7 wrists had a partial rupture, and 1 wrist had only a hemorrhage. There were significantly more ruptures in displaced fractures (3/25 vs 13/16; PR=6.8; 95% CI=2.5–36; p<0.001).

Seven wrists had 1 or more concomitant fractures (4 radius, 3 capitate, 2 triquetral, 1 lunate, and 1 base of metacarpal). All these fractures were nondisplaced and closed. The metacarpal base, the lunate, and the capitate fractures were all intra-articular.

The number of intrinsic ligament injuries did not correlate with any of the following factors: fracture displacement, concomitant fracture, or the involvement of high energy (p>0.30; p=.14; p>0.30).

**DISCUSSION**

In our arthroscopic evaluation of displaced and nondisplaced scaphoid waist fractures, we found that 71% had associated acute SL-ligament injuries and 24% had a complete SL ligament rupture. The overall number of...
SL-ligament injuries is high compared to findings in previous studies involving arthroscopic examination, where incidences of between 14% to 50% have been reported. In these studies, complete SL ligament ruptures were reported, but none was classified as Geissler grade 4.

There could be several explanations for the high incidence of SL ligament injuries found in our study. One is that we specifically searched for intrinsic ligament injuries using defined diagnostic parameters. Another explanation might be the use of different classification systems and their interpretation. Using Geissler’s classification, Schädel-Höpfner and coworkers found no grade 4 injuries. On the other hand, using Krimmer’s classification, they still classified 10 of 13 as complete SL ligament injuries. We found 10 complete SL ligament injuries, and all were classified as Geissler grade 4, in which we could pass the arthroscope through the gap between the scaphoid and lunate.

A high incidence of ligament injuries might also occur if chronic tears were included. However, this was not the case in our study, as most SL ligament injuries showed signs of acute injury, with either hemorrhage or fresh, sharp edges (Fig. 3). In 2 patients with SL ligament injury and scaphoid fracture, we had an interval of more than 3 weeks from injury to arthroscopy. One had a Geissler grade 4 injury but no sign of osteoarthritis and no history of previous injury. The other patient had a Geissler grade 2 injury with attenuation but no hemorrhage. In this latter patient, it was hard to decide whether it was a chronic tear. Seventeen of the 19 partial SL ligament tears involved the dorsal component, and none were reported to be in the membranous or volar part.

We found an LT ligament injury in 20% of the wrists examined arthroscopically, but no complete ruptures were observed. In 27% of the wrists, we diagnosed a TFCC injury. These results are comparable with others where associated LT ligament injury has been found in 17% to 25% and associated TFCC injury in 14% to 66% of patients.

Few previous studies have examined the incidence of extrinsic ligament injuries. We found an incidence of volar extrinsic ligament injuries of 22% (9/41) compared to the 8% (2/24) found by Caloia and coworkers. In both studies, all extrinsic ligament injuries were partial injuries. We also found rupture of the dorsal capsule in 37% of the fractures, which was not noted in other studies.

The pathomechanism involved in creating a scaphoid fracture is forceful hyperextension of the wrist. In an experimental setting, Mayfield and colleagues presented the concept of “progressive perilunar instability” to explain the sequence by which intrinsic ligament injuries progress from perilunate to lunate dislocation. The mechanism of injury included hyperextension, ulnar deviation, and intercarpal supination. The term lesser arc injury describes a perilunate dislocation with ligament injuries only, whereas a greater arc injury involves perilunate carpal fractures and potential ligament injuries. Johnson stated that any combination of these injuries could be found, but scaphoid fracture and complete scapholunate disruption were unlikely to occur simultaneously. In our study, we found the combination of scaphoid fracture and complete scapholunate ligament disruption in 24% of the injuries. We believe that the in vivo, 3-dimensional injury mechanisms, with varying degrees of compressing and rotational force, explain our findings. The fact that 7 of the 8 LT injuries were seen in combination with SL injuries (Mayfield perilunate dislocation stage 3), and the high frequency of dorsal capsule injury suggest that such injuries might represent a subluxation or dislocation injury that subsequently reduced spontaneously.

Case presentations have shown that various combinations of ligament injuries and scaphoid fractures are possible. These are often high-energy, dislocative injuries, resulting in a free-floating proximal scaphoid pole, with or without an attached lunate. Wong and co-workers suggested that the incidence and severity of these associated injuries were determined by the energy of the trauma. However, in our study, even low-energy injuries produced a combined scaphoid fracture and complete SL ligament rupture.
Conservative treatment, in most cases, will lead to scaphoid fracture union, as shown in several studies with a larger number (>200) of patients. With the development of minimally invasive techniques for scaphoid fracture fixation, it has become increasingly popular to offer surgical fixation of even nondisplaced waist fractures in order to avoid long immobilization. However, the benefit of this has been questioned. A high incidence of SL ligament injuries found in scaphoid nonunions has raised the possibility of an association between the 2 injuries. Our result suggests that there is an indication for arthroscopy even in nondisplaced scaphoid fractures if surgical fixation and early mobilization is offered to avoid detrimental effects of an undiagnosed ligament tear. The advantage is that arthroscopy allows for evaluation of associated ligament injuries not seen in standard imaging, and it helps to confirm both fracture reduction and the absence of screw protrusion after osteosynthesis.

There are some limitations to our study. The relatively small sample size might hamper the possibility of detecting meaningful associations, particularly regarding ligament injuries in important subgroups, based on fracture displacement or low- or high-energy trauma. The confidence intervals for the prevalence ratios were also generally wide, reflecting the high statistical uncertainty in a relatively small study such as ours. Thus, although we did not observe any association between fracture and type of ligament injury, we should be cautious in concluding that such associations do not exist. Furthermore, we included 1 patient with bilateral wrist injury, but we decided to ignore this statistical dependence because it was expected to have a minor impact on our results. Regarding MRI, we had no false positive fractures confirmed at arthroscopy. However, we could not rule out the occurrence of false negative MRI investigations. Some patients excluded on the basis of MRI scans that did not show scaphoid fractures had scaphoid bone bruises on MRI.

We found a high incidence of intrinsic ligament injuries in patients with scaphoid waist fracture. The ligament injuries were independent of fracture displacement or level of trauma energy. The diagnostic accuracy and clinical relevance of the partial ligament tears is uncertain. Complete SL ligament ruptures were found in 24% of the scaphoid waist fractures. We believe that the combination of these 2 lesions is clinically important because it might lead to an increased risk of developing scaphoid nonunion. This is certainly evident in the displaced fracture with a complete SL ligament rupture, where a high degree of instability can be observed arthroscopically, combined with a potentially poor vascularity of the proximal pole with torn vessels on both the fracture and the ligament side. However, this remains to be proven in the clinical setting. Given our findings, we recommend arthroscopy or dorsal mini-arthrotenomy to assess and treat associated intrinsic ligament injuries if the treatment offered for the scaphoid fracture is stable fixation and mobilization.
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Factors Associated With Arthroscopically Determined Scaphoid Fracture Displacement and Instability

Geert A. Buijze, MD, Peter Jørgsholm, MD, Niels O. B. Thomsen, MD, PhD, Anders Björkman, MD, PhD, Jack Besjakov, MD, PhD, David Ring, MD, PhD

Purpose To identify factors associated with arthroscopically diagnosed scaphoid fracture displacement and instability.

Methods This was a secondary use of data from 2 prospective cohort studies. The studies included 58 consecutive adult patients with a scaphoid fracture who elected arthroscopy-assisted operative fracture treatment: some for displacement, some as part of a prospective protocol, and others to avoid a cast. All patients had preoperative computed tomography with reconstructions in planes defined by the long axis of the scaphoid.

Results Arthroscopy revealed 38 unstable fractures (movement between fracture fragments; 66%), 27 of which were also displaced. All arthroscopically determined displaced fractures were unstable, and 11 of the 31 arthroscopically determined, nondisplaced fractures were unstable. There was a significant correlation between radiographic comminution (more than 2 fracture fragments) and arthroscopically determined displacement and instability.

Conclusions Radiographic comminution is associated with displacement and instability as determined by arthroscopy. (J Hand Surg 2012;37A:1405–1410. Copyright © 2012 by the American Society for Surgery of the Hand. All rights reserved.)

Type of study/level of evidence Prognostic II.

Key words Scaphoid fracture, diagnosis of displacement, instability, computed tomography, wrist arthroscopy.
other demographic and injury characteristics could explain arthroscopic displacement and instability of scaphoid fractures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The institutional review board at both institutions approved the secondary use of data from 2 prospective cohort studies of patients undergoing arthroscopy-assisted surgery for a scaphoid waist fracture. The original study evaluated the diagnostic performance characteristics (eg, sensitivity and specificity) of radiography and computed tomography (CT) for arthroscopic evaluation of scaphoid displacement and instability and was published separately. The database created by the 2 studies consisted of all adult patients (age 18 y or greater) with an isolated fracture of the scaphoid (irrespective of fracture displacement and location) and without previous history of trauma to the affected wrist who elected operative treatment during a 3-year period (2004–2007) at 1 institution and a 4-year period (2006–2010) at the other institution. We obtained informed consent from all patients. The prospective cohort of operated patients consisted of all radiologically displaced scaphoid fractures and a selection of nondisplaced scaphoid fractures based on preference, to avoid cast immobilization (both institutions), or on randomization as part of another study (1 institution).

The total cohort consisted of 58 patients (Malmö, n = 43; Boston, n = 15). There were 44 men and 14 women, with a mean age of 34 years (range, 18–76 y). All patients were treated by arthroscopy-assisted surgery within a mean of 15 days after injury (range, 2–80 days) and had preoperative radiographs and CT. Demographic and injury characteristics were prospectively recorded, with the exception of the fracture location relative to the apex on the dorsal ridge on CT, which was retrospectively recorded. Demographic characteristics included age and sex. Injury characteristics included the energy of trauma (high or low, as determined by the treating surgeon), fracture comminution on radiographs (more than 2 fracture fragments), fracture location (proximal third, middle third, or distal third), fracture location relative to the apex on the dorsal ridge on CT (proximal, distal, or through apex), scapholunate ligament injury detected during arthroscopy (no rupture or partial/total rupture), and surgical delay (days between injury and surgery).

Imaging protocols

We obtained radiographs of the wrist with at least 4 views of the scaphoid: posteroanterior, lateral, posteroanterior with ulnar deviation, and semi-pronated oblique. In addition, all patients had CT of the wrist with reconstructions in the coronal and sagittal planes, defined by the long axis of the scaphoid. One of 3 musculoskeletal radiologists and the treating physician evaluated all radiological examinations to reach consensus on a fracture (defined as discontinuity of bone), displacement (either gapping and/or translation greater than 1 mm or dorsal tilting of the lunate greater than 15° with respect to the radius on a true lateral radiograph with the third metacarpal parallel to the radius), and comminution (more than 2 fracture fragments) of the scaphoid fracture (Fig. 1). On static imaging (radiographs and CT), nondisplaced fractures were defined as stable, and displaced fractures as unstable. We performed these evaluations as part of the prospective study, with the exception of the fracture location relative to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid.
which was done for the purposes of this specific study, and was thus performed at a later date. A musculoskeletal radiologist determined: (1) whether the fracture location was situated distal or proximal to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid by looking for the distal cortical discontinuity in relation to the anatomical landmark of the apex (Fig. 1); and (2) whether the fracture was located in the proximal, middle, or distal third by measuring whether the major part (>50%) of the fracture line was situated in the proximal, middle, or distal third of the bone. This was applied to the radiographic oblique view in which the scaphoid had the maximum length, supplemented with the information obtained in the 3-dimensional reconstructions of the CT scans.

Surgical procedure
We performed arthroscopy under brachial plexus block or general anesthesia with a tourniquet on the upper arm and the hand in a vertical traction tower. Using finger traps on the index and middle fingers, we applied up to 5 kg of traction. We used a 1.9- or 2.7-mm arthroscope, sometimes in combination with a motorized shaver to clear the joint of blood, debris, and synovitis. At 1 institution, we used the standard 3–4, 4–5, 6R, and 6U portals in the radiocarpal joint; at the other institution, we used only the 3–4 portal because the scaphoid fracture can rarely be visualized with the arthroscope in the radiocarpal joint. In the midcarpal joint, we used the standard radial and ulnar portals. In some cases, we supplemented them with the scaphotrapeziotrapezoid joint portal; we did not use volar portals. We employed a small image intensifier in all procedures. One of 4 surgeons at the 2 institutions performed all surgical procedures.

We collected data from both institutions in the prospective cohort studies and applied the following definitions. During arthroscopy with up to 5 kg of traction across the wrist, we defined static malalignment (gapping, translation, or angulation of the fracture) as arthroscopic displacement. Arthroscopic instability was diagnosed if the fracture fragments could be moved with gentle manipulation of the bone by applying external pressure on the distal pole of the scaphoid, by deviating the wrist in radial and ulnar direction, or by inserting a probe between the fracture fragments. In other words, we diagnosed a fracture as arthroscopically displaced when the fragments were out of position, and diagnosed a fracture as arthroscopically unstable when the fragments could be moved out of position. At 1 institution, the scapholunate ligament was routinely inspected.17

Statistical analysis
For bivariate analysis of predictors of arthroscopic displacement and instability, the independent (or explanatory) variables that we investigated included age, sex, energy of trauma, fracture comminution on radiographs, fracture location (proximal third, middle third, or distal third), fracture location relative to the apex on the dorsal ridge on CT, scapholunate ligament injury detected during arthroscopy, and surgical delay. We evaluated continuous explanatory variables (eg, surgical delay) with the Mann Whitney U test, and categorical variables (eg, comminution) with the chi-square test or Fisher exact test.

We included factors with \( P \) less than .10 in bivariate analysis into backward stepwise multivariable logistic regression models seeking factors associated with arthroscopic instability and displacement. A post hoc

FIGURE 2: Example of radiographically comminuted and nondisplaced or minimally displaced fracture (arrow) on radiographs A and the same fracture (arrow) CT B that was arthroscopically displaced and unstable (see Video 1 [available on the Journal’s Website at www.jhandsurg.org]).
power analysis determined that 58 patients provided 84% power to identify factors with an odds ratio 3.0 or higher using logistic regression.

RESULTS
Arthroscopy revealed 38 unstable fractures (66%), 27 of which were also displaced (47%). All arthroscopically displaced fractures were unstable and 11 of the 31 arthroscopically nondisplaced fractures were unstable (Fig. 2, Video 1 [available on the Journal’s Web site at www.jhandsurg.org]).

On CT, 39 fractures were located distal to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid, 16 were located proximal to the apex, and 3 were located at the apex, separating it in 2 parts (Fig. 1B). A total of 19 arthroscopically displaced fractures and 20 arthroscopically nondisplaced fractures were located distal to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid. In addition, 27 arthroscopically unstable fractures and 12 arthroscopically stable fractures were located distal to the apex on the dorsal ridge of the scaphoid. These differences were not significant for either arthroscopically determined displacement ($P = .08$) or instability ($P = .17$).

In bivariate analysis of factors associated with arthroscopic displacement, only comminution was significant ($P < .001$) (Table 1). One of 31 arthroscopically nondisplaced fractures and 18 of 27 arthroscopically displaced fractures exhibited comminution. There was no comminution in the 20 arthroscopically stable fractures, and 19 of 38 arthroscopically unstable fractures exhibited comminution.

In multivariable analysis, comminution was the only variable that was significant and explained 41% of the variability of arthroscopic displacement (adjusted $r^2 = 0.41; P < .001$). The odds of a comminuted fracture correlating with displacement were 50 times greater than for a noncomminuted fracture.

In bivariate analysis of factors associated with intraoperative instability, only comminution was significant ($P < .001$) (Table 2). According to logistic regression, 21% of the variability of arthroscopic instability is explained by comminution (adjusted $r^2 = 0.30; P = .001$). The odds of a comminuted fracture correlating with instability were 54 times greater than for a noncomminuted fracture.

DISCUSSION
Theoretically, an acute scaphoid fracture distal to the apex on the dorsal ridge could result in flexion of the distal fragment because the apex coincides with the attachment of the dorsal intercarpal ligament and the dorsal part of the scapholunate interosseous ligament, both important stabilizers of the scaphoid.18 We found no such relationship based on arthroscopic diagnosis of displacement and instability. Fracture comminution was the only factor associated with displacement and instability diagnosed arthroscopically.

The typical pattern of scaphoid waist fracture comminution is a separate fragment on the radial side.19 Herbert and Fisher20 classified comminuted fractures as unstable, and noted that they are difficult to repair. With the exception of 1 comminuted but stable fracture, our data agree with the observations of Herbert and Fisher. The high incidence of comminution in our sample (33%) is likely related to the overrepresentation of radiographically displaced fractures (ie, spectrum bias).
Instability may not be a risk factor for nonunion.6,21–23 The clinical relevance of displacement and instability is unknown.

Given that over 90% of radiologically nondisplaced fractures (traditionally regarded as stable) in the original study prompted this study of factors associated with displacement and instability. The clinical relevance of the mobility between well-aligned fracture fragments (instability) is unknown.

Our main finding of the high percentage of arthroscopically unstable fractures among radiographically nondisplaced fractures (traditionally regarded as stable) in the original study prompted this study of factors associated with displacement and instability. The fact that over 90% of radiologically nondisplaced scaphoid waist fractures (with presumably similar rates of instability) heal with cast immobilization, instability may not be a risk factor for nonunion.6,21–23 Further study is warranted.

The study has limitations. The first relates to the relatively small sample that had been used for prior analyses. The prospective arthroscopic diagnosis of displacement and instability makes it a valuable data set, but the findings of these studies need verification with different patient samples. Second, the studied population may be subject to spectrum bias compared with previous series, because radiologically displaced fractures were overrepresented (50% vs 10% to 30%).2–4,24 Third, the use of 5 kg traction and insertion of the arthroscope might affect fracture alignment and instability. Fourth, we based the arthroscopic findings on subjective measurements performed by 4 different surgeons in 2 centers, which were subject to the possibility of interobserver variability. Fifth, this study did not address the reliability of the diagnosis of fracture location with respect to the apex of the dorsal ridge on CT.

Our data suggest that scaphoid fracture relative to the apex of the dorsal ridge is not associated with arthroscopically diagnosed displacement and instability. Fracture comminution is strongly associated with both displacement and instability. The clinical relevance of the mobility between well-aligned fracture fragments (instability) is unknown.
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Abstract

Background  Union of scaphoid fractures are difficult to assess on a standard series of radiographs. An unnecessary and prolonged immobilization is inconvenient and may impair functional outcome. While operative treatment permits early mobilization, the influence on time to union is still uncertain.

Purpose  To assess union of scaphoid waist fractures based on CT scan at 6 weeks, and to compare time to union between conservative treatment and arthroscopically assisted screw fixation.

Patients and methods  CT scan in the longitudinal axis of the scaphoid was used to provide fracture characteristics, and to assess bone union at 6 weeks in 65 consecutive patients with scaphoid waist fractures. In a randomized subgroup from this cohort with non-displaced fractures, we compared time to union between conservative treatment (n=23) and arthroscopically assisted screw fixation (n=15).

Results  Overall, at 6 weeks we found a 90% union rate for non- or minimally displaced fractures, treated conservatively and 82% for those who underwent surgery. In the randomized subgroup of non-displaced fractures, no significant difference in time to union was demonstrated between those treated conservatively, and those who underwent surgery. The conservatively treated fractures from this subgroup with prolonged time to union (10 to 14 weeks) were comminuted, demonstrating a radial cortico- or cortico-spongeous fragment.

Conclusion  The majority of non- or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures are sufficiently treated with 6 weeks in a cast. Internal fixation does not reduce time to fracture union, compared to conservative treatment.
Introduction

After adequate conservative or operative management, union is achieved for approximately 90% of non-displaced scaphoid waist fractures,\textsuperscript{1-3} while prolonged time to union as well as a higher non-union rate was demonstrated for displaced scaphoid fractures.\textsuperscript{4,5} The serious consequences of non-union, such as progressive degenerative changes and carpal collapse, have resulted in a restrictive treatment regime with immobilization of non-displaced scaphoid waist fractures for 8 to 12 weeks.\textsuperscript{6,7}

There is an on-going debate on the advantages of internal fixation versus conservative management of non-displaced scaphoid waist fractures. A possible advantage of internal fixation is reduced time to union, which could allow earlier mobilization and thereby improve functional outcome. However, these benefits may come with an increased rate of complications due to the surgical intervention.\textsuperscript{8} So far, comparative studies on time to union, are mainly based on radiographs and not on CT scans. Nevertheless, the latter has proven more reliable and accurate in the assessment of scaphoid fracture characteristics and union.\textsuperscript{9,10} Arthroscopically assisted screw fixation of scaphoid waist fractures is a well-established procedure.\textsuperscript{11,12} It has numerous advantages compared to an entirely percutaneous technique such as: direct visualization of fracture reposition, aids to optimal guide-wire positioning, to check countersinking of screw threads, assessment of fixation stability and furthermore, allows evaluation of associated ligament injuries.

We have previously performed a study on consecutive scaphoid fractures, using MRI and CT reconstructions in the coronal and sagittal planes of the wrist.\textsuperscript{13} Since then, it has been suggested that many scaphoid fractures are probably over-treated and could safely be mobilized much earlier than previously recommended.\textsuperscript{14,15}
The aim of this study was to re-evaluate the CT scans obtained at 6 weeks, with reconstruction in the longitudinal axis of the scaphoid, to assess union of the scaphoid waist fractures. Furthermore, from a randomized subgroup of the patients with non-, or minimal displaced scaphoid waist fracture, we were able to evaluate if time to union differs between conservative management in a cast and arthroscopically assisted screw fixation.

Patients and Methods

During a four-year period (2004-2008) consecutive patients presenting at our Emergency Department with post-traumatic radial wrist tenderness, were asked to participate in a prospective study on diagnosis and treatment of scaphoid fractures. One study arm encompassed all patients with scaphoid waist fracture regardless of the degree of fracture displacement. A subgroup from this prospective cohort with non-, or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures (<1mm displacement and/or <15° volar angulation) were randomized, using a blinded envelope system, to cast immobilization or arthroscopically assisted screw fixation (Fig. 1). The Regional Ethics Committee at Lund University approved the study (LU 459-03) and a written informed consent was obtained from all eligible patients.

For the purpose of this study, only patients who, in addition to the initial CT scan, had a CT scan done at 6 weeks of follow-up were included. We excluded patients: with a fracture of the distal or proximal third of the scaphoid, associated perilunate injuries, age below 16 or above 65 years, and patients with a delay from injury to treatment of more than 14 days. However, we allowed inclusion of patients with concomitant non-displaced distal radius, or carpal fracture that would not require
an immobilization period longer than the one necessary for treatment of the scaphoid fracture. The randomized subgroup of patients with non-, or minimal displaced scaphoid waist fracture, had been followed with CT scans at 10 and 14 weeks, and 6 and 12 months.

**Imaging protocol**

Conventional Radiographs (AXIOM Aristos FX; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) of the wrist, posteroanterior and lateral projections, were obtained together with four views of the scaphoid (posteroanterior with ulnar deviation, with the central beam angled 10° cranially, 10° caudally, 20° ulnarily, and 20° radially). Computed tomography (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) was performed with the patient positioned prone on the CT table, with the arm above the head, the forearm in pronation, and the wrist in neutral flexion and neutral radial-ulnar deviation. Scout images were taken to ensure correct scanning plane. Axial sections of 0.6 mm thick slices were obtained, allowing 1 or 2 mm thick reconstructions in the coronal and sagittal planes, defined by the long axis of the scaphoid.

The same senior musculoskeletal radiologist (JB), together with one of the senior authors (NT), did a consensus evaluation of the radiographic examinations. Fracture gap and translation (step-off) were assessed on the coronal and sagittal images of the initial CT scan (►Fig.2). The maximum value measured was used to categorize the fracture as: minimal displaced (≤ 0.5 mm), moderate (1 mm), or severely displaced (≥ 1.5 mm). The percentage of bone contact over the fracture cross-section at follow-up was graded as 0 to 24%, 25 to 49%, 50 to 74%, 75 to 99% or 100%. The grading was estimated by using average measurements from four sagittal, and coronal cuts. Ultimately, it was assessed whether the fracture had united, and defined
as, not just bone contact, but as a continuous trabecular pattern over more than 50% of the cross-section of the fracture.\textsuperscript{5,14} Our reference standard to confirm fracture union, was based on an additional CT-scan obtained at least 6 months after treatment.\textsuperscript{18}

**Treatment regime**

Conservative treatment consisted of immobilization in a standard below-elbow plaster cast, incorporating the thumb up to the interphalangeal joint.

Using a 2.7 mm arthroscope, standard radiocarpal and midcarpal arthroscopy was performed with the hand in a vertical traction tower. We applied 3 to 5 kg of traction. As needed, blood, debris and synovitis were removed with a shaver. To allow placement of a guide-wire in the central axis of the scaphoid, the wrist was flexed and kept in slight ulnar deviation. Fracture reduction was obtained with a small periosteal elevator inserted through the radial mid-carpal portal, or by using K-wires as joysticks to manipulate the proximal and distal fragments. For this purpose an additional scaphotrapeziotrapezoid portal was created, if required. After fracture reduction a central guide wire was inserted in an antegrade fashion from the proximal to the distal pole. Osteosynthesis was performed with a headless compression screw (HBS 3.0mm, KLS Martin Group, Mühlheim Germany or TwinFix 3.2mm, Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI USA). Fracture reduction and position of the compression screw, was confirmed by mid-carpal arthroscopy and fluoroscopy at multiple angles. Fracture stability was assessed during arthroscopy by deviating the wrist in ulnar and radial direction, and by manipulating with a probe at the fracture site. When the fracture fixation was considered stable, the wrists of the patients in the randomized group were immobilized in a cast for two weeks, followed by wrist mobilization. Those who did belong to the randomized subgroup were immobilized until the treating surgeon
considered the fracture to be united. If fracture reduction or stability could not be achieved by the arthroscopic technique, we immediately converted to a standard, open volar approach followed by screw fixation, which was inserted in a retrograde fashion.

**Study population**

We identified 103 consecutive patients with 104 scaphoid waist fractures (▶Fig. 1). Thirteen patients were excluded because of inadequate CT scan follow-up, 19 due to age criterion, two because of a delay in treatment of more than 14 days, and five who had K-wire fixation due to a complete (i.e Geissler grade IV) scapho-lunate ligament disruption, found in association with the scaphoid fracture. This left 65 scaphoid fractures in 64 patients included in the study. Thirty-nine fractures (34 males and 5 females, median age of 28, range 17 to 62 years) were treated conservatively in a plaster cast. Twenty-six fractures were treated operatively (22 males and 4 females, median age of 31, range 16 to 63 years). Out of the 65 fractures, 38 non-, or minimal displaced scaphoid waist fracture (< 1mm displacement and/or < 15° volar angulation) had been randomized to cast immobilization or arthroscopically assisted screw fixation.

Twenty-seven non-, as well as displaced fractures, not being part of a randomized protocol, were treated according to the clinical judgement of the surgeon, of which 3 cases with severe fracture displacement were converted from arthroscopic technique to open volar approach. The department protocol recommended operative treatment when fracture displacement was > 1mm.
Statistics
The presence of a linear trend between the degree of fracture dislocation and fracture union at 6 weeks was tested using the Linear-by-Linear association test. We evaluated differences in union of randomized non-, or minimal displaced scaphoid waist fracture with Fischer’s exact test. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Fracture characteristic are specified in ►Table I and II. Fracture comminution represented by a separate cortico- or cortico-spongeous fragment on the radial side of the scaphoid was common (54%), even for the non- or minimally displaced scaphoid fractures (34%)(►Fig. 3). Two cases of concomitant distal radius fracture were found in both treatment groups. In addition, the conservatively treated group included one wrist with concomitant capitate fracture, and one with a combined capitate and triquetrum fracture. The operated group included one wrist with a concomitant capitate fracture. With the exception of three, the associated fractures were only visible on MRI.

In the conservatively treated group (►Table I) twenty-four fractures were immobilized in a cast for 5 to 8 weeks, eleven for 10 to 12 weeks, and four from 13 to 16 weeks. The 6-week CT-scan demonstrated that 27/30 or 90 % of the non- or minimal displaced fractures had united (►Fig. 4). The number of patients with moderate or severe fracture displacement was too small to provide valid frequencies on fracture union. Therefore, a linear association between fracture displacement and fracture union could not be demonstrated (P=0.47). Of the five fractures with
uncertain union at 6 weeks, four were classified as healed after 10 weeks, and one after 14 weeks.

In the operatively treated group (▶Table II) seventeen fractures were immobilized in plaster for two weeks, two for 3 to 4 weeks, five for 6 weeks and 2 for 10 weeks. In this group the union rate at 6 weeks for non- or minimal displaced fractures were 82% and dropping to 40% for the severely displaced fractures. However, the numbers in the moderate and severe displacement groups were too small to make conclusions with regards to any association between fracture displacement and fracture union (P=0.06). At 6 weeks, of the eight fractures with uncertain union, four were classified as united at 10 weeks, one at 6 months, two at 12 months, and one had developed into a non-union. All fractures with prolonged time to union (> 14 weeks) were primarily classified as severely displaced.

In the randomized subgroup of patients (▶Table III) with non-, or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fracture, 23 were treated with cast immobilization, and 15 underwent arthroscopically assisted screw fixation. Eleven of the conservatively treated fractures were immobilized in a cast for 6 to 8 weeks, nine for 10 to 12 weeks, and three for 13 to 16 weeks. After 6 weeks 83% of these fractures were united, 96% after 10 weeks, and 100% at 14 weeks. All four fractures that united later than 6 weeks were comminuted. In the operated group, 11 were immobilized in a cast for two weeks, three for 6 weeks, and 1 for 10 weeks. After 6 weeks 80% had united, increasing to 94% after 10 weeks. One fracture did not unite until one year after surgery. We were not able to demonstrate any significant difference in union rate between the two treatment groups at any measure point (P=1.00).
Discussion

In this study, we focus on how a detailed radiographic assessment of fracture union, using CT scan in the longitudinal axis of the scaphoid could help shortening the period of cast immobilization. Furthermore, we had the possibility to compare time to union between screw fixation, and cast immobilization of non- or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures. We found that 90% of non- or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures were sufficiently treated with 6 weeks of immobilization in a cast. In a randomized subgroup of the non-displaced scaphoid fractures, we were not able to demonstrate any difference in time to union between those who were treated conservatively in a cast, and those who underwent screw fixation. Finally, we observed that the presence of fracture comminution might be associated with prolonged time to fracture union.

Generally, a scaphoid waist fracture with a displacement $>1$mm has been considered unstable and thereby a candidate for internal fixation.\textsuperscript{16} We found that fractures with a displacement $<1.5$mm healed uneventfully, within 6 to 10 weeks of conservative treatment. In a recent study, scaphoid waist fractures with dorsal or volar gapping of $\leq2$ mm all united after conservative treatment, and approximately 40% of those with $\geq3$ mm of gapping united. The authors advocated $\geq3$ mm of gapping as an indication for internal fixation.\textsuperscript{15} The apparent differences in recommendation for treatment based on fracture displacement may illustrate that CT scans cannot be relied on to determine whether a displaced or non-displaced fracture is actually unstable.\textsuperscript{19} Further knowledge on the association between radiologic fracture displacement, biomechanical instability and development of non-union are needed.

A large number of non- or minimally displaced fractures demonstrated comminution in terms of a radial sided cortico or cortico-spongeous fragment.
Previously, a strong correlation was demonstrated between scaphoid fracture comminution and arthroscopically verified fracture instability. While this association seems comprehensible for displaced scaphoid fractures, the importance for non-displaced fractures are undetermined. Even though instability has been demonstrated by arthroscopy of radiographical non-displaced fractures, our results suggest that the clinical importance is relatively minor, though a somewhat longer time to union could be expected (10 weeks). A larger scale study is needed to determine the influence of fracture comminution on healing of non- or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures.

In randomized trials on treatment of non- or minimally displaced scaphoid fractures, time to union varied considerably. Fractures treated with internal fixation were reported to unite faster, with a mean value of 6 and 9 weeks, compared to those who were treated conservatively, from 10 to 14 weeks. However, these results are based on evaluation of radiographs, which have been proven less accurate than CT scans for assessment of scaphoid fracture union. Firstly, the general definition of union is debatable. Secondly, it is difficult to obtain good quality radiographs in the same plane as the fracture line. Finally, various patterns of partial union may obscure interpretation. Even when using CT scans, interpretation of fracture union can be a challenge. In non-displaced fractures, bone contact over the fracture site will be substantial, which does not necessarily mean that there is trabecular bridging. Also, if anatomic reduction and good compression is achieved after screw fixation the fracture will look as united straightaway.

The period of immobilization is not comparable between our patient groups. During the treatment period, this discrepancy displays the traditional cautiousness of the treating surgeon in order to avoid non-union and its complications. In the current
study, it reflects that results from the detailed CT evaluation were not available at the
time of treatment. Nevertheless, our results suggest that the majority of non-, or
minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures, unite after six weeks of conservative
treatment in a cast. Furthermore, two weeks of immobilization seems sufficient after
stable screw fixation. A general recommendation on conservative management versus
operative treatment, requires data on long-term functional and radiological outcome.

A strategy of aggressive conservative management of non-, or minimally
displaced scaphoid waist fractures recommends operative treatment, if CT scan at 6
weeks demonstrates uncertain union. We found that fractures, which had not united
at 6 weeks, eventually united within 14 weeks of cast immobilization. The aggressive
management strategy could therefore lead to unnecessary surgical intervention. For
those with uncertain union, we advocate to postpone a decision to operate until after a
CT scan at 14 weeks. We acknowledge, that a repeated CT scan will result in an
increased radiation load for the patient. However, as long as it is done with the injured
wrist kept above the head, the effective radiation dose is as low as 0.03mSv, which is
equivalent to one week of background radiation.

Our study encompasses a consecutive series of patients with scaphoid waist
fracture. However, there are several limitations. One weakness is the small sample
size, which hamper our ability to compare time to union between fractures with
different categories of displacement. Our reference standard for union is incomplete
as seven of the patients did not attend a 6 or 12 month CT scan. In our region
(Southern part of Sweden) treatment of scaphoid non-union are centralized at our
department, why patients with prolonged symptoms, or who later on develops a non-
union, are most likely to be referred back to us. Either way, we looked through the
regional radiology database, and did not find any sign of non-union among those who
later on, for some reason, had had a radiographic examination of the hand in question. We did not test the inter-observer reproducibility of the diagnosis of fracture union on the CT scans. Instead, resembling clinical practice, we did a consensus reading by the radiologist, and one of the surgeons. However, it is reassuring that a substantial agreement has been demonstrated, among multiple observers who evaluated scaphoid union on CT scans.  

With these limitations in mind, the clinical implication of our results is that we now treat non-, -or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures with 6 weeks of immobilization in a cast. In cases of uncertain union, a decision to recommend surgical intervention awaits a repeated CT scan at 14 weeks.
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Fig. 1: Flow chart of included fractures.

Consecutive scaphoid waist fractures (N=104)

Excluded (N=39)
- Age criteria (N=19)
- Inadequate CT follow-up (N=13)
- Geissler type IV, SL ligament injury (N=5)
- Delay of treatment > 14 days (N=2)

Eligible, scaphoid waist fractures (N=65)
- Operative treatment (N=26 [15+11])
- Cast immobilization (N=39 [23+16])

Randomized treatment (N=38)
- Cast immobilization (N=23)
  - Arthroscopically assisted screw fixation (N=15)

Non-randomized treatment (N=27)
- Cast immobilization (N=16)
  - Arthroscopically assisted screw fixation (N=8)
  - Volar open technique (N=3)
Fig. 2: Sagittal CT scan of a displaced scaphoid waist fracture demonstrating fracture gap and translation (step-off).
Fig. 3: CT scan of a non-displaced scaphoid waist fracture with a comminuted radial fragment.
Fig. 4: CT scan of a non-displaced scaphoid waist fracture (A), which at 6 weeks had united throughout the cross section of the fracture (B).
Table I. CT investigation on 39 conservatively treated scaphoid waist fractures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture characteristics</th>
<th>Non or minimal displacement (N=30)</th>
<th>Moderate displacement (N=6)</th>
<th>Severe displacement (N=3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comminuted</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone contact (6wk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 – 99%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 74%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 – 49%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 24%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall assessment of fracture union (6wk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain union</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table II.** CT investigation on 26 operatively treated scaphoid waist fractures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non or minimal displacement (N = 11)</th>
<th>Moderate displacement (N = 5)</th>
<th>Severe displacement (N = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fracture characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comminuted</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone contact (6wk)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 – 99%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 74%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 – 49%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 24%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall assessment of fracture union (6wk)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain union</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III. CT investigation of union on a randomized sub-group of non-, or minimally displaced scaphoid waist fractures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6 wks</th>
<th>10 wks</th>
<th>14 wks</th>
<th>6 mo</th>
<th>12 mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cast immobilization (N=23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain union</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal fixation (N=15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain union</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>